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Something for all ages

From ages 4 – 18

Supporting  life-long learners from ages 4 – 18 with fun, 
engaging and interactive print and digital resources.
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Welcome to the 2021 
Rising Stars Catalogue
Welcome to our 2021 Rising Stars Catalogue. We’re very excited to share this selection of print and digital 
resources for Reception and Key Stages 1 and 2 with you.

Get in touch
We have dedicated Rising Stars Representatives all over the UK and around the world who would love to 
hear from you, and are always happy to pay you a visit. Take a look at the inside back cover to get in touch 
and find out their contact details.

Let us know what you think
If you’ve got feedback about any of our resources, feel free to get in touch via the contact details on the 
back page. We love hearing from you.

With best wishes,

The Rising Stars Team
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ENGLISH AND 
READING

Rising Stars Reading Planet
PRINT   DIGITAL   RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Your complete reading scheme for Reception to Year 6. 

New for 2021:

Rocket Phonics Teaching and Learning 
Programme

PRINT   DIGITAL   RECEPTION – YEAR 1

Transform phonics in your school with a story-based Systematic 
Synthetic Phonics programme.

Reading Planet Astro
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 2

Target your struggling and reluctant Key Stage 2 readers with an 
exciting dual-banded series.

Plan and deliver a comprehensive English 
and reading curriculum with impact.E
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NEW!

NEW!



Cracking Comprehension
PRINT   DIGITAL   RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Work as a class to read, evaluate and answer reading comprehension 
questions with fun, interactive whiteboard software.

Skills Builders
PRINT   DIGITAL   
KEY STAGE 1 – KEY STAGE 2

Tackle every GPS skill with write-in pupil 
books and a lively, interactive toolkit.

Key Facts
Pupil Books
Four books covering Years 3 to 6  
Cover price £7

Teacher’s Books
Four books covering Years 3 to 6  
Cover price £35

   R B C 13   a  b  c  d  e       WHEN ORDERING

Bring the  
fun back into  

reading comprehension!
Capture your pupils’ interest with amazing  

records from around the world!

Free evaluation units available at www.risingstars-uk.com/RBC

24 units per book 
covering fiction  
and non-fiction

 Freefax: 0800 091 1603   

 Order online: www.risingstars-uk.com 

School Price Qty Total £

 
 

 

£350
including FREE 

CD-ROM
worth £50!

 £94.50

 £94.50

 £94.50

 £94.50

Postage and packing £5.95

Grand total

Name 

Postcode

Fax

IMPORTANT  
PERMANENT SITE LICENCE All packs come with a permanent whole-
school licence meaning that the software can be networked for use on 
multiple whiteboards, PCs or Macs within a single school. 
OVERSEAS P&P – written quotes available on request. Every effort has 
been made to ensure details are correct at time of going to press. 
Rising Stars reserves the right to change the specification without prior 
notice.

  
  

Record-Breaking 
Comprehension

PRINT   YEARS 3, 4, 6

Develop reading comprehension skills using 
fascinating world record stories.

Read in to Writing
DIGITAL   RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Go beyond the story and achieve greater depth in reading and writing 
with a new whole-book teaching series.

Rising Stars Vocabulary
PRINT   DIGITAL   
RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Build essential vocabulary skills and 
knowledge across your whole school.

Reading Comprehension tests
PRINT   DIGITAL   
KEY STAGE 1 – KEY STAGE 2

Fully prepare for the demanding national 
tests in reading with comprehension practice 
for the whole school.

Rising Stars Spelling
PRINT   DIGITAL   
KEY STAGE 1 – KEY STAGE 2

Cover every spelling requirement with a 
flexible programme for Years 1–6.

WordBlaze
PRINT   DIGITAL   
KEY STAGE 1 – KEY STAGE 2

Bridge the gap from phonics to fluency with 
multisensory intervention.
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Reading Planet
PRINT   DIGITAL   RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Welcome to Reading Planet, your complete reading scheme for Reception to Year 6.

Reading Planet is your whole-school solution that will ensure every pupil achieves reading 
success and develops a real love of reading. This tried and tested scheme is now used by 
thousands of schools to raise attainment and increase engagement. 

Carefully levelled books and comprehensive teaching and parent guidance have been created 
by expert authors and consultants using the latest literacy research. 

We provide complete support from phonics to fluent reading. Our flexible strands cover a range 
of needs including wordless stories for early readers, a new Systematic Synthetic Phonics 
programme and exciting dual-banded books for struggling readers. 

Plus, you can also access everything online via Reading Planet Online. Our interactive libraries 
provide every book as an eBook with additional features for teachers, pupils and parents. 

Online subscriptions available: 

Reception – Key Stage 1

• 462 eBooks for Lilac to  
White bands

• Audio-synchronisation 
• £399+VAT per year 

Key Stage 2

• 96 eBooks for Stars (Lime)  
to Supernova (Red+) bands

• 48 NEW Astro eBooks  
coming soon 

• £299+VAT per year 

NEW Rocket Phonics

• 6 teaching storybooks
• 162 eBooks with  

audio-synchronisation
• Animated flashcards
• CPD videos 
• £350+VAT per year

risingstars-uk.com/readingplanet

Each subscription includes access to the Reporting Tool, teacher mark-up 
tools and downloadable teaching guidance. 

Try the whole scheme for free with a 30-day no strings attached free trial.  
More at risingstars-uk.com/onlinelibrary

We recommend it all the time to other schools. We recently had a ‘deep dive’ 
reading session with our local authority adviser and she was blown away by it.
Hayley Footitt, English Lead, Ancaster C of E Primary School
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Why schools love Reading Planet... 

Includes: 

Everything has 
been created for 

the current curriculum 
to ensure pupils make 

essential progress  
and meet and exceed  

age-related expectations  
in reading at  
every stage

The exciting blend of 
flexible print and online 
resources are ideal for 
whole-class, group and 
independent reading in 
school as well as home 

reading

Accessible notes, 
activities and quizzes 
included in each book 

ensure parents/carers feel 
confident in supporting 

their child’s reading 
journey

Fiction and  
non-fiction link to the 

wider curriculum so pupils 
can explore key topics  
while developing their 

reading skills

Being able to view and interact with the books  
on an iPad is very engaging for the children.
Danni Rackley, English Leader, Downsway Primary School

Our books  
are written for 

today’s young reader 
with relatable stories, 

characters and themes 
that celebrate  

diversity

It makes a difference 
to reading attainment 

and engagement. View the 
Impact in Schools Study 

at risingstars-uk.com/
impactinschools

7your vouchers at the front of this catalogueREMEMBER 
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Reading Planet has had an extremely positive impact on reading in Key Stage 1 here at St Barnabas. Our Reading 
Attainment & Progress scores are improved and part of this improvement is due to our using the Reading Planet 
resources and using the online books in our guided reading sessions in class.
St. Barnabas CE First and Middle School
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Start the reading journey with beautiful 
wordless and first-words books.

• Develop vocabulary and communication skills 
through paired wordless books that encourage 
children to retell stories in their own words.

• Introduce the concept of segmenting and 
blending in Lift-off First Words, starting 
children on their phonics journey.

• Fully explore the aspects from Letters and 
Sounds Phase 1 using paired fiction and non-
fiction books linked to topics such as ‘food’, 
‘outdoors’ and ‘on the move’.

Inspire a love of reading with an action-packed 
series featuring a team of lovable characters.

• Bring curriculum topics to life with exciting 
stories linked to history, geography, science 
and more!

• Find a book for every child with modern 
adventures that feature relatable and diverse 
characters and themes.

• Explore themes such as bravery, teamwork 
and problem-solving through the Comet 
Street Kids characters.

Enrich your teaching across the curriculum with 
captivating fiction and non-fiction. 

• Expand children’s vocabulary and language 
skills through different genres and text types 
including poetry, playscripts, instruction 
books and information guides.

• Broaden topic knowledge with fact-filled 
non-fiction and curriculum-linked fiction that 
tie into a range of subject areas including 
science, history, geography, PSHE and more.

• Bring reading to life through beautiful 
illustrations, modern artwork and vivid 
photography.

Reading Planet for Key Stage 1

How to buy for Reception-Key Stage 1:
£21-£2,099 Packs by band, strand, band and strand, Key Stage
£399+VAT 1-year subscription to Reading Planet Online for Reception – Key Stage 1



The little aliens blasted away at top speed … and arrived 
in the North Pole! 

A family of fluffy polar bears watched as they flew past. 
The biggest polar bear tried to pat them with its huge paw.

sip

tap

  Pp

pat

As they floated over the icy landscape, Nip and Nap saw a 
group of igloos in the snow. And, for the first time … a person!

The person was called Nan and she was sipping a hot  
drink outside her home.

Nip and Nap watched as Nan filled her flask from a tap, 
grabbed her tin lunchbox, and put them in the back of her 
skidoo. She was about to go fishing for the afternoon.

10 11
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Apply knowledge and skills using fully-decodable reading books

8 9

They peeked behind the trees. 

Spike and Dad went to the park. 

But Bella was not there.

Next, they tried the road behind the shops. 

Tweet! 

Beep! 

Beep!  

Bella might be hiding.

Bella! 
Bella! 

She might 
like the bins? 

Bella! 

9781398326071_Spike_the_Spy_f.indd   8-99781398326071_Spike_the_Spy_f.indd   8-9 02/02/2021   14:3802/02/2021   14:38

Teach using online teaching 
storybooks with audio narrative 
and click-to-play sounds and 
words lozenges

Review 
previously 
taught 
sounds 
using 
colourful 
flashcards

9your vouchers at the front of this catalogueREMEMBER 
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Rocket Phonics Teaching  
and Learning Programme

RECEPTION – YEAR 1   YEAR 2 COMING SOON   NEW

Transform phonics in your school with a story-based Systematic 
Synthetic Phonics programme based on Letters and Sounds.

• Ensure pupils keep up rather than catch up: the steady pace and 
progression deeply embeds knowledge and skills from the start.

• Feel empowered to deliver a rigorous phonics programme whatever 
your teaching level, with step-by-step daily plans, flexible weekly 
overviews, assessment guidance, tracking documents and CPD.

• Develop essential literacy skills using a balanced approach that 
focuses equally on blending for reading, and segmenting for writing 
and spelling.

• Enliven your phonics teaching using a blend of digital and print resources, 
including online teaching storybooks (Big Books), animated Flashcards, 
write-in practice booklets, sounds mats, reading books and eBooks.

• Ignite a love of reading and consolidate decoding skills by immersing 
pupils in captivating illustrated stories (Big Books) and a rich variety of 
fully-decodable fiction and non-fiction.

£350+VAT  1-year subscription to Rocket Phonics Online |  Reception and Year 1 | 
6 Big Books, 140 flashcards, 48 Target Practice reading eBooks, 114 additional reading 
practice eBooks and more
£89-106 Target Practice reading book packs
£21 Additional reading practice book packs
£22 per Flashcard set
£35-£99 Pupil Practice Booklet Packs

We were blown away by what the children were doing. 
We hadn’t been doing that level of work so are now 
raising expectations.
Ancaster C of E Primary School

Reading Planet: Rocket Phonics Copyright © 2021 Hodder & Stoughton Ltd Flashcard 31

qu Qu
9781398327320_Flashcards_Y0_final.indd   619781398327320_Flashcards_Y0_final.indd   61 11/02/2021   10:4011/02/2021   10:40



Fiction
Capture children’s imaginations 
through classic and contemporary 
illustrated fiction that appeals to all 
young readers.

• Follow the adventures of lovable 
characters with modern mini-
series including The Finney 
Island Files, The Pocket Elf and 
The Diary of a Football Ninja.

• Bring classics alive for the young 
readers of today with stunning 
illustrations and vivid storytelling.

• Explore cultures and traditions 
from around the world through 
retellings of international tales.

• Connect with the wider 
curriculum through topic-based 
stories that cover the Stone Age, 
the Suffragettes and more!

Reading Planet for Key Stage 2

Non-fiction
Spark curiosity and intrigue 
with fascinating non-fiction that 
supports learning across the 
curriculum and taps into children’s 
interests.

• Develop essential non-fiction 
reading skills; the books are 
packed with non-fiction text 
features such as infographics, 
diagrams, glossaries and 
captions.

• Widen children’s knowledge of 
different non-fiction text types 
with instruction books, guides, 
biographies and more.

• Engage children with non-fiction 
by using books that explore 
modern and relevant topics such 
as computing, wellbeing, music, 
the environment and sports.

How to buy for Key Stage 2:
£81-£684 Packs by band, genre, Key Stage
£299+VAT 1-year subscription to Reading 
Planet Online for Key Stage 2

The children in Key Stage 2 have responded well to the new books. They are very appealing and look mature.
Gayle Berry, Griffin Park Primary School
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The secret to providing a great reading experience for children who need 
some help with their literacy is to work with the best writers, illustrators 
and designers - and that’s what we’ve done with Astro. Our aim is to 
provide fascinating and gripping books that are really accessible - it’s 
been a joy to work on them!
Tony Bradman, author and Series Editor

11your vouchers at the front of this catalogueREMEMBER 
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Astro
KEY STAGE 2   NEW

Target your struggling and reluctant Key Stage 2 readers with an exciting 
dual-banded series.

• Ensure lower attaining pupils improve fluency skills with dual-banded 
books and eBooks that combine lower reading levels with age-related 
interest levels.

• Practise and reinforce phonics skills: 24 of the books are highly 
decodable and feature letter-sounds lists inside. 

• Get reluctant readers excited about reading with colourful graphic 
novels, gripping adventure series, magazine-style non-fiction and more 
by award-winning authors such as Tony Bradman and Bali Rai.

• Improve essential comprehension and vocabulary skills using the  
in-book questions and online quizzes linked to the content domains of 
the National Tests.

• Support your SEN and EAL pupils with features such as  
dyslexia-friendly font and page background, synchronised eBook 
audio and in-book glossaries and tricky word lists.

£84-£348 Packs by band and strand
£299+VAT 1-year subscription to Reading Planet Online for Key Stage 2 

98

Chapter Two

Brazil …

Silva’s smartwatch 
beeped. It was HALO.  
He passed the ball to  
his friend. 

“Got to run!” Silva yelled.

China …

Shan dropped her burger. Her watch 
buzzed again. It was 
HALO.  

“Clear up that mess!” 
yelled the food cart 
vendor.

“Sorry!” said Shan as 

she sprinted away. 

Senegal …

Ayan sat by the sea  
with a book. 

Her watch buzzed. HALO again. 

She jumped up, and ran …

Canada …

Max’s watch 
buzzed. He pressed 
a button. “Hello, 
HALO. Yes, I can 
hear you,” he said. 

Wiston Hall, England …

“Green Patrol, we have a job for you,” 
said Olive, from HALO command. “You 
will be picked up in fifteen mins!”

324275_Green_Patrol_Book_1 NEW.indd   8-9324275_Green_Patrol_Book_1 NEW.indd   8-9 26/03/2021   10:4926/03/2021   10:49

The twilight zone is dim, with little light. 
Plants cannot survive here, but  
animals can. Some have big eyes  
to see and hunt in the faint light.  
Some animals make their  
own light.

Hachet fish
Hatchet fish have big eyes that point up. Hatchet fish have 
lights on their belly. The lights match the colour of the water 
making it harder for predators below to see it.

8 9

DEEP SEA FACTS

In the day, this  
lantern fish hides from 
predators in the twilight 

zone. At night, it swims to 
the sunlit zone to feed on 

plankton.

Lots of the animals in the twilight 
zone can make light. The glow from 
the lights helps them to hunt prey, 
and escape from predators.

Twighlight Zone
The

Vampire Squid
The vampire squid has  

big eyes to help it spot prey.  
If it is chased, the squid’s body 

has lights which flash on 
and off. The lights stun the 

predators that try  
to attack it.

Down in the Deep Sea_p1_15_pp3a.indd   8-9Down in the Deep Sea_p1_15_pp3a.indd   8-9 31/03/2021   09:4731/03/2021   09:47
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DIGITAL   RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Go beyond the story and achieve greater 
depth in reading and writing with a whole-book 
teaching series. 

• Save hours of planning and preparation with 
editable teaching and planning resources that 
cover whole books.

• Get unlimited access to lesson plans, 
teaching slides, text extracts, moderation 
guidance and more.

• Delve into high-quality picture books and 
children’s fiction written by much-loved 
authors such as Cressida Cowell, David 
Almond, Kes Gray and Roald Dahl.

• Explore character, theme and plot in-depth 
and teach vocabulary and grammar in 
context.

• Use reading to inspire children to plan and 
write for different purposes with units that 
ensure a range of writing outcomes.

£35+VAT per unit, 42 units available (permanent 
online access)

£189+VAT per year pack (permanent online access)

£1,249.50+VAT complete school pack (includes all 42 digital 
units)

Risingstars-uk.com/English

	9 Downloadable and editable
	9 High-quality classic and 
modern fiction
	9 Complete curriculum 
coverage
	9 Explores key topics such as 
empathy and belonging
	9 From 2 to 7 weeks’ worth of 
lessons per unit

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/readintowriting

On the whole, the engagement of the class 
with these texts was outstanding, as was the 
resulting writing.
Ian King, Year 5 teacher, Fairlop Primary School, 
Ilford
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Session 4 Character analysis 

Read in to Writing  Year 6 © 2019 Rising Stars UK Ltd 1 1 

 

What does the interaction between Michael and the 
strange creature tell you about them? How does the author 
convey their relationship? 
 

Character Point  Evidence 
Michael   

Strange 
Creature 

  

 

 ⊲ The comprehensive Overview includes information 
on themes and topics, writing outcomes, curriculum 
coverage and week-by-week planning.

 ⊲ Detailed session plans outline learning objectives and 
outcomes, vocabulary and activities for each session.

 ⊲ Editable pupil worksheets support teaching activities and 
provide homework opportunities.

 ⊲ PowerPoint slides are editable and include original 
illustrations for selected units.

13your vouchers at the front of this catalogueREMEMBER 



COMPREHENSION
Cracking Comprehension 
resources...provide the children 
of Barry Island Primary School 
with stimulating and meaningful 
learning opportunities for the 
21st century learner...
Aled Williams, Barry Island 
Primary School

Risingstars-uk.com/cracking20
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	9 Support teachers with print 
and digital resources
	9 Engage pupils with front of 
class modelling software
	9 Allocate online self-marking 
quizzes for pupils to do 
wherever they’re learning

Cracking Comprehension
PRINT   DIGITAL   RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Work as a class to read, evaluate and answer 
reading comprehension questions with fun, 
interactive whiteboard software.

• Build comprehension skills with your class, 
reading or listening to texts, highlighting 
relevant evidence and forming the answers to 
questions together.

• Save time with step-by-step teaching notes 
for each unit, and full answers in the print 
teacher’s guide.

• Measure progress and identify gaps in 
knowledge with online, interactive quizzes 
and progress tracking.

• Make comprehension practice relatable with 
texts from well-loved authors including Dick 
King-Smith, Michael Morpurgo and William 
Shakespeare.

£155 per year group
£880 for whole school
£50 annual resubscription fee
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Try out sample lessons at risingstars-uk.com/cracking20
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 ⊲ Use 
highlighters 
to select 
passages of 
the text that 
you can use 
to answer 
the question

 ⊲ Read the 
text along 
with your 
class on the 
whiteboard 
and listen to 
the audio

 ⊲ Select a question for your 
class to answer together in the 
Question zap tab

 ⊲ Copy your highlighted evidence 
to the Crack It tab and answer the 
question

 ⊲ Download and print the Practice 
text for your pupils to do on their 
own

 ⊲ Work through 
the Reading 
Comprehension 
Questions 
together as a 
class

15your vouchers at the front of this catalogueREMEMBER 
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Rising Stars Spelling
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Cover every spelling requirement with a flexible 
programme for Years 1–6.  

• Teach and practise all the statutory word lists 
with lively teaching sessions for each week.

• Deliver consistent spelling sessions with 
ease using pre-prepared resources including 
PowerPoints and photocopiable worksheets.

• Support children as they progress from 
phonics with a rigorous learning pathway that 
builds knowledge year on year.

• Make teaching spelling fun and enjoyable 
using the lively activities which explore 
spellings in context.

• Get SATs ready using the extra revision and 
practice activities for Year 2 and 6.

£99 Teacher’s Guide for each year group
£499 Whole School Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Years 1–6)

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/RSSpelling
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	9 Feel confident that every 
pupil will master the 
English key skills
	9 Plan and deliver English 
with ease
	9 Assess progress and 
identify gaps in learning

ENGLISH SKILLS
It delivers the ‘holy grail’ of giving the 
teacher back more time whilst also 
creating better quality resources and 
learning than would otherwise have 
been produced.
Peter Richardson, Deputy Headteacher, 
Walton-le-Dale Primary School

16 How to order: UK:  primary@hachette.co.uk  01235 400555 • International:  international.sales@risingstars-uk.com
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Rising Stars Vocabulary
PRINT   DIGITAL   RECEPTION – KEY STAGE 2

Build essential vocabulary skills and knowledge across your whole 
school.

• Easily incorporate vocabulary teaching in Reception to Year 6 with 
pick-up and teach activities.

• Explore vocabulary in context through rich high-quality source texts 
that cover a range of genres.

• Develop a rich understanding of language and boost comprehension 
through creative strategies such as drama and games.

• Tap into the wider curriculum with teaching sessions that explore topic 
vocabulary.

£95 Teacher’s Guide for Reception-Key Stage 1, Lower Key Stage 2 and Upper Key Stage 2
£260 Whole School Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Reception-Year 6)

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/vocabulary

Our new cohort already shows greater confidence in 
‘having-a-go’ - talking about meanings, exploring different 
variants of root words and spelling of ambitious words.

Ruth Duckworth, Christ Church C of E Primary School

17your vouchers at the front of this catalogueREMEMBER 
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Skills Builders
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Tackle every technical English skill with write-in pupil books and a lively, 
interactive toolkit.

• Teach all the grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary content 
required using the step-by-step Teacher’s Guides.

• Save time using the medium term plans for each year group.

• Model and practise concepts in a memorable way using the fun online 
interactive activities.

• Embed and apply new knowledge using the practice questions and 
activities in the colourful Pupil Books.

£135 Year 1–2 Packs (Teacher’s Guide and 15 English Pupil Books for that year group, access 
to online activities)
£260 Complete Key Stage 1 Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Year 1–2, 15 English Pupil Books for 
each year group, access to online activities)
£200 Years 3–6 Packs (Teacher’s Guide, 15 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Books and 15 
Spelling and Vocabulary Pupil Books for that year group, access to online activities)
£775 Complete Key Stage 2 Pack (Teacher’s Guides for Year 3–6, 15 Grammar and 
Punctuation Pupil Books and 15 Spelling and Vocabulary Pupil Books for each year group, 
access to online activities)

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/skills-builders
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Record Breaking 
Comprehension

PRINT   YEARS 3,4,6

Develop reading comprehension skills using 
fascinating world record stories.

• Spark enjoyment with lively, inspiring texts 
that pupils want to read.

• Stretch comprehension skills with a range of 
text types.

• Save time with a resource ideal for use in 
class or for homework.

• Allow for extra flexibility across 
comprehension abilities with colour-coded 
pupil books.

£104 Pack for each colour pack (1 Teacher’s Book and 10 
Pupil Books for that colour)

Download free samples at 
risingstars-uk.com/Record-Breaking

WordBlaze
PRINT   KEY STAGE 2

Bridge the gap from phonics to fluency with 
multisensory intervention.

• Deliver intervention with impact and meet 
Key Stage 2 National Curriculum expectations 
through six exciting global-themed challenges.

• Build fluency through motivating repeated-
reading games.

• Enrich vocabulary and improve spelling using 
phonic-structured Wordbanks.

• Save planning time and support TAs to 
deliver sessions with ease through structured 
teacher and pupil resources.

£79 Teacher’s Handbook
£44 10-copy Pupil Workbook Pack (Available for each 
Workbook)
£330 Group Pack (Teacher’s Handbook and 10 copies of 
each Pupil Workbook)
£260 Pupil Workbook Pack (10 copies of each Pupil 
Workbook)

Download free samples at 
risingstars-uk.com/wordblaze

Key Facts
Pupil Books
Four books covering Years 3 to 6  
Cover price £7

Teacher’s Books
Four books covering Years 3 to 6  
Cover price £35

   R B C 13   a  b  c  d  e       WHEN ORDERING

Bring the  
fun back into  

reading comprehension!
Capture your pupils’ interest with amazing  

records from around the world!

Free evaluation units available at www.risingstars-uk.com/RBC

24 units per book 
covering fiction  
and non-fiction

 Freefax: 0800 091 1603   

 Order online: www.risingstars-uk.com 

School Price Qty Total £

 
 

 

£350
including FREE 

CD-ROM
worth £50!

 £94.50

 £94.50

 £94.50

 £94.50

Postage and packing £5.95

Grand total

Name 

Postcode

Fax

IMPORTANT  
PERMANENT SITE LICENCE All packs come with a permanent whole-
school licence meaning that the software can be networked for use on 
multiple whiteboards, PCs or Macs within a single school. 
OVERSEAS P&P – written quotes available on request. Every effort has 
been made to ensure details are correct at time of going to press. 
Rising Stars reserves the right to change the specification without prior 
notice.

  
  

I would recommend WordBlaze to 
other schools.  I think it is a perfect 
use of Pupil Premium money to tackle 
underachievement as a targeted 
intervention.
Catherine Clayton-Young, Headteacher, 
Griffin Park Primary School
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Reading Comprehension Tests
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Fully prepare for the demanding national tests 
in reading with comprehension practice for the 
whole school.

• Save time with 24 ready-to-go photocopiable 
test-style questions at your fingertips.

• Expose children to a variety of age 
appropriate fiction and non-fiction in line with 
the national curriculum.

• Easily identify weaknesses and find ways to 
intervene using the marking guidance and 
suggested next steps.

£87.50 Teacher’s Book for each year group (6 tests per term 
for that year group)

View free samples at 
risingstars-uk.com/ncreadingtests

NATIONAL 
TESTS

E
N

G
LI

S
H

	9 Practise for comprehension, 
spelling and dictation
	9 Save time with 
photocopiable tests
	9 Prepare every child for the 
National Tests
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New Curriculum Dictation Tests
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Ensure all children can write simple dictated 
sentences by memory.

• Save time with ready-made simple sentence 
dictation tests.

• Ensure regular practice and application of 
GPS skills.

• Collect evidence for writing moderation.

£100 Complete test pack for Year 1–6

View free samples at 
risingstars-uk.com/dictation-tests

New Curriculum Spelling Tests
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Practise and prepare for the new English 
spelling tests.

• Save time with 30 tests per year group.

• Ensure weekly progression and coverage of 
the new National Curriculum word lists plus 
many more.

• Consolidate classroom teaching with tests 
based around spelling rules.

£150 Whole School Pack (Tests for Years 1–6)

View free samples at 
risingstars-uk.com/spelling-tests

I believe that these really help with comprehension as the 
children really have to listen to identify punctuation, power 
of words and the grammatical structure of a sentence.
Carla Gotch, Assistant Headteacher, Tennyson Road Primary
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Rising Stars Mathematics
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Reinvigorate maths mastery at your school with a fun and flexible 
scheme, including:

• Textbooks
• Practice Books
• Teacher’s Guides

Turn to page 24

Rising Stars Mathematics Online
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Access interactive resources anywhere, anytime and allocate ebook 
versions of Rising Stars Mathematics Textbooks to pupils, wherever 
they’re working.

Includes:

• eTextbooks
• eTeacher’s Guides
• Pupil Videos
• CPD Videos
• Half Termly Assessments
• Teacher Toolkits

Turn to page 25
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Risingstars-uk.com/maths

MATHEMATICS
Help all pupils to succeed in Mathematics 
with something to ensure that every pupil 
gets the support they need.



Rising Stars Mathematics in the Early Years
PRINT   DIGITAL   RECEPTION

Help children meet the early learning goals for mathematics and 
encourage mathematical confidence in teachers and young learners.

Includes:

• Teacher’s Guide
• Game boards
• Posters
• CPD Videos
• Downloadable resource sheets
• Editable medium term plans

Turn to page 25

Digital Supplementary Maths
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Targeted whole-school digital maths resources from just £150.

Turn to page 26

City Pay it Forward – FREE Year 6 Financial 
Literacy Curriculum
Rising Stars are proud to work with City Pay it Forward offering a 
free Year 6 Financial Literacy campaign to all schools in the UK. 
Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/CityPayitForward
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Rising Stars Mental Maths Tests are exactly what  
I’ve been looking for! There is nothing else like this 
available!
Maggie Brooks, KS2 Co-ordinator, Royston Primary

These tests are enjoyable to use and informative for 
assessment purposes. They are also accessible for all 
children.
S Cleaver, St John’s Primary School
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RISING STARS 
MATHEMATICS

Rising Stars Mathematics 
empowers teachers to become 
experts in every concept, delivering 
hgh-quality lessons whilst cutting 
down workload.
Peter Richardson, Assistant Head
Teacher, Walton-le-Dale
Primary School.

risingstars-uk.com/RSM
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Rising Stars Mathematics
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Reinvigorate maths mastery at your school with 
the most cost-effective, fun and flexible scheme, 
helping you deliver mastery the way you want.

• Refresh your mastery curriculum with easy-
to-use Pupil Books and digital resources, 
including unit plans and teacher guides, 
alongside animations, maths toolkits and CPD 
videos created by maths mastery experts.

• Impact all children’s enthusiasm and progress 
in mathematics through a mastery scheme 
that’s fun and enjoyable to teach.

• Measure children’s understanding of 
concepts covered throughout with Half-
Termly Assessments as part of Rising Stars 
Mathematics Online, and insightful, intelligent 
progress trackers.

£2,700 Whole School Pack
£565 Year Print Packs
£125 Teacher’s Guides
£145 Textbook Top-up packs (15 books)
£85 Practice Book Top-Up Packs (15 books)
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Rising Stars Mathematics in the Early Years
PRINT   DIGITAL   EARLY YEARS

Encourage an early love of maths with all the resources needed to help 
children meet early learning goals and secure a strong foundation in 
maths.

• Encourage mathematical awareness and understanding through 
enjoyable game-based learning.

• Ensure pupils are prepared for Year 1 with a selection of creative, 
free-flow and adult-led activities and games.

• Build home-school links with newsletters and posters that encourage 
learning at home.

£300 for the complete pack

Rising Stars Mathematics Online
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Save hours of preparation time with downloadable, editable plans and 
interactive resources, accessible anywhere, anytime for just £400 per 
year. 

• Bring maths concepts to life with engaging animations that get the 
whole class involved.

• Break down misconceptions and explore concepts that your pupils will 
go on to practise, with front of class eTextbooks.

• Improve your mathematical teaching confidence with accessible CPD 
videos throughout the course.

Now including Rising Stars Mathematics Half Termly Assessments 
All prices are an annual subscription
£400+VAT Whole school subscription
£35+VAT per year group

Sign up for a 30-day trial at risingstars-uk.com/RSM-Trial

Risingstars-uk.com/RSMEYFS
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144 Rising Stars Mathematics

Key new learning
• Add and subtract whole numbers with more than four 

digits, including using formal written methods (columnar 

addition and subtraction).

• Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly 

large numbers.

• Use rounding to check answers to calculations and 

determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy.

• Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in 

contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use 

and why.

• Solve problems involving number up to three decimal places. 

• Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and 

convert from one form to the other and write mathematical 

statements >1 as a mixed number. 

• Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and 

denominators that are multiples of the same number. 

Mathematical focus 

 Number: number and place value, addition and subtraction, fractions

 Measurement: capacity, mass, time

 Statistics: solve problems, interpret data

Prior learning
Children should already be able to:

• add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly 

large numbers 

• add and subtract whole numbers with four digits, 

including using formal written methods (columnar 

addition and subtraction)

• use rounding to check answers to calculations and 

determine, in the context of a problem, levels of accuracy

• solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in 

contexts, deciding which operations and methods to use 

and why.

11
Unit

Talk about
It is important to use precise mathematical 

vocabulary from the beginning and make 

connections to language that supports 

understanding, e.g. equivalence or the equals 

sign should be seen as ‘has the same value but 

may look diff erent’. Also, explore the language 

of measurement to reinforce units and their 

relationship to each other, e.g. ‘milli’ means 

thousandth so a millilitre is 1
1000 of a litre . 

Addition and subtraction using 

measurement

Making connections
• Addition and subtraction problems involving measure 

provide an opportunity to revisit converting units of 

metric measure so that, e.g. children give the answer to 

1.75 km + 200 m as 1750 m + 200 m or 1.75 km + 0.2 km, 

not 201.75 km or m.

• Connect solving comparison, sum and diff erence 

problems using information presented in a line graph, 

with work in science.
Teacher’s Guide 5 145

Year 5 Unit 11

Things to think about
• How will you raise the profi le of mental calculation?

• How will you organise groupings for discussions and 

activities?

• Which manipulatives will help to develop conceptual 

understanding for addition and subtraction?

• What opportunities will you provide to children to carry 

out practical tasks that develop their fl uency when 

working with measure and statistics?

• How will you provide opportunities to develop problem 

solving strategies outlined in the introduction, which will 

be appropriate for your Year 5 children?

Checking understanding
You will know children have mastered these concepts when 

they can solve addition and subtraction problems (including 

with fractions) in diff erent contexts, appropriately choosing 

and using number facts  using their understanding of place 

value and mental and written methods. They can explain 

their decision making and justify their solutions.

Encourage children in pairs to make up their own scale for 

the container starting from zero and write the value of the 

water level. You might like to use a rain gauge to collect rain 

water and revisit these activities in a hands-on, real-life way.

For the picture of the weighing scales you could: 

Discuss the use of kilograms on the scale here rather than 

grams. Children should use their experience from previous 

activities to identify the scale using the information given. 

Establish the mass of the parcel and consider the ways that 

this can be written, i.e. 2.5 kg or 21
2 kg. Ask them to decide 

whether 2.50 kg and 2.500 kg are also equivalent. 

Focus just on the 0.2 kg parcel and challenge children to 

reason about and describe the new position of the arrow 

when the parcel is also put on the weighing scales. 

Discuss what is diff erent about the 300 g parcel. What is 

diff erent about the mass of this parcel? Look at converting 

between kilograms and grams, revisiting the language 

as before. 

Suggest that you would have found the total mass of the 

two smaller parcels fi rst. Children should then explain 

why you may have done this. Other number bonds can 

be explore here that total 1 kg. You might like to use real 

weighing scales to support these tasks.

For the bar chart you could:

Discuss what children notice about the bar chart, e.g. bars 

are horizontal, the scale is in kilograms but with intervals of 

0.25 kg.

Suggest they give you ‘silly’ answers when asked the mass of 

the tray of soil  and explain their reasoning each time.

Challenge children to describe each of the masses using 

fractional language, e.g. two whole kilograms, 11
8 kg, etc. 

Ask children to compare the masses and describe them, e.g. 

the tray of sand is 0.25 kg heavier than the rock. 

Make up questions for children to answer, including fi nding 

diff erence using the bar model. 

For the picture of the pies you could:

Ask children to discuss the statement and decide whether 

they agree. They should use representations to prove their 

thinking and should refer to equivalent fractions.

Discuss what the mistake is and perhaps describe a third 

pie that has three pieces missing but still an equivalent 

fraction of pie remains, i.e. ninths with three pieces eaten 

and six remaining. Can they make a generalisation about the 

possible number of slices?

Challenge children to calculate how much of the two pies 

children have left in total. Is there more than one whole pie 

left? Look at the calculation, focusing on the fact that the 

denominators are not the same.

Engaging and exploring
You could ask children to look at each picture and the 

question that goes with each and discuss them with a 

partner. Focus on each picture in turn.

For the picture of the rain gauge, you could:

Discuss what children notice about the container and the 

level of the water. Encourage them to use the language of 

capacity and fractions, e.g. the container is more than half 

full; the water level is 3
3 of the way up the scale.

Suggest that the container holds one litre of water. Children 

should draw on knowledge of litre and millilitre conversion 

and recognise that the scale can be labelled as 0.1l, 0.2 l, 

0.3 l, etc. or as 100 ml, 200 ml, 300 ml, etc., so the value 

shown is 750 ml or 0.75 litres. 

Revisit the place-value grid to support converting litres to 

millilitres and vice versa.

Year 5 Unit 11

Encourage children in pairs to make up their own scale for 

the container starting from zero and write the value of the 

water level. You might like to use a rain gauge to collect rain 

water and revisit these activities in a hands-on, real-life way.

For the picture of the weighing scales you could: 

Discuss the use of kilograms on the scale here rather than 

grams. Children should use their experience from previous 

activities to identify the scale using the information given. 

Establish the mass of the parcel and consider the ways that 

SAMPLE UNIT
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	9 Help all children succeed at mathematics with 
targeted resources for every need
	9 Ensure all children get the support they need 
regardless of their learning style
	9 Support pupils at home or school with digital 
resources for years 1-6 at just £150

SUPPLEMENTARY 
MATHEMATICS

risingstars-uk.com/Maths

Mental Maths
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Improve number fluency with regular mental 
maths practice from a whole school mental 
maths programme

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access Anywhere

Try free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/MentalMaths

Mastering Maths
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Identify common misconceptions with 
intelligent practice and ensure that children 
are secure in their understanding

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access Anywhere

Try Free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/MasteringMaths
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Picture Maths
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Deepen mathematical understanding using 
imaginative picture activities, and encourage 
pupils to discuss their reasoning.

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access Anywhere

Try free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/PictureMaths
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Reasoning Practice Tests
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Enable all students to apply their 
understanding with regular reasoning practice

£150 +VAT

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access AnywhereTry free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/RPTsample

Fluency with Fractions
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Help children to be confident and 
fluent with fractions

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access Anywhere

Try free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/Fractions

Problem Solving and 
Reasoning

DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Embed problem solving and reasoning across your school

£150 +VAT

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access AnywhereTry free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/problemsolving

Maths for the More Able
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Extend and stretch more able pupils

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access Anywhere

Try free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/mma

Practise Maths
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Secure understanding with questions to  
cover every curriculum  objective

£150 +VAT

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access AnywhereTry free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/practisemaths

Arithmetic Practice Tests
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Build numerical confidence and fluency £150 +VAT for Whole 
School Access Anywhere

£150 +VAT

£150 +VAT for Whole School Access AnywhereTry free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/Arithmetictests
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Leveraging a dedicated team of editors, authors and subject experts across Rising Stars and 
Hodder Education, RS Assessment from Hodder Education develops assessment resources 
that are up-to-date, easy to use and meet the needs of both teachers and learners today.

Standardised: to 
benchmark performance 

Gain in-depth insight into performance 
and predict progress with ease.

• Choose an assessment format to suit 
your needs, whether that’s National 
Test-style, online interactives, or termly 
papers.

• Gain consistently reliable insights at 
individual pupil, class and school level.

• Easily share relevant information from 
our online reporting tool MARK with 
key stakeholders.

Assessments available:

Light-touch:    
to assess understanding 

Assess knowledge and understanding at 
a time to suit you and your class

• Quickly review a pupil’s understanding 
to help make informed decisions about 
their future learning. 

• Build quizzes online using National 
Test questions for in-class or at-home 
use covering a wide range of topics.

• Feel confident knowing that tests have 
been expertly written and rigorously 
tested.

SEN and     
Wellbeing 

Identify areas of difficulty as well as 
strengths to be celebrated.

• Consider the greater wellbeing of every 
child with easy to use digital, oral and 
paper tests.

• Measure the impact of interventions 
and track progress over time.

• Baseline whole cohorts or screen 
individuals to help paint a picture of 
need. 

“MARK is a really powerful 
reporting tool. It has saved us a 
huge amount of time and given 
us access to a range of reports 

and analyses for individual 
children and groups that require 

monitoring”
Online assessment and reporting tool

“The addition of PiRA, PUMA 
and GAPS has allowed us to 

compare pupil progress at both 
an individual level and also 

against a nationally referenced 
standard.”

Standardised, termly tests to benchmark performance

“Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning has 
the potential to give a real insight into 

how children are feeling in school. It was 
really interesting to see what the children 

were putting. Some of their responses 
really surprised me.”

Online survey to assess all KS2 pupils

“The format of SNAP-B 
allows teachers to work 

collaboratively with both 
parents/carers and individual 

pupils in order to gain a 
rounded perspective of a 

child’s behaviour at each stage 
of the process” 

Award winning special needs 
assessment resourceSign up to receive emails at Risingstars-uk.com/myaccount Follow us on Twitter @RSAssessment Like us on Facebook at /RSAssessment

Visit the website to 
learn more about 

the full range 
of assessments 

available 

catalogue double page spread_advert.indd   All Pagescatalogue double page spread_advert.indd   All Pages 23/03/2020   16:2323/03/2020   16:23
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Leveraging a dedicated team of editors, authors and subject experts across Rising Stars and 
Hodder Education, RS Assessment from Hodder Education develops assessment resources 
that are up-to-date, easy to use and meet the needs of both teachers and learners today.

Standardised: to 
benchmark performance 

Gain in-depth insight into performance 
and predict progress with ease.

• Choose an assessment format to suit 
your needs, whether that’s National 
Test-style, online interactives, or termly 
papers.

• Gain consistently reliable insights at 
individual pupil, class and school level.

• Easily share relevant information from 
our online reporting tool MARK with 
key stakeholders.

Assessments available:

Light-touch:    
to assess understanding 

Assess knowledge and understanding at 
a time to suit you and your class

• Quickly review a pupil’s understanding 
to help make informed decisions about 
their future learning. 

• Build quizzes online using National 
Test questions for in-class or at-home 
use covering a wide range of topics.

• Feel confident knowing that tests have 
been expertly written and rigorously 
tested.

SEN and     
Wellbeing 

Identify areas of difficulty as well as 
strengths to be celebrated.

• Consider the greater wellbeing of every 
child with easy to use digital, oral and 
paper tests.

• Measure the impact of interventions 
and track progress over time.

• Baseline whole cohorts or screen 
individuals to help paint a picture of 
need. 

“MARK is a really powerful 
reporting tool. It has saved us a 
huge amount of time and given 
us access to a range of reports 

and analyses for individual 
children and groups that require 

monitoring”
Online assessment and reporting tool

“The addition of PiRA, PUMA 
and GAPS has allowed us to 

compare pupil progress at both 
an individual level and also 

against a nationally referenced 
standard.”

Standardised, termly tests to benchmark performance

“Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning has 
the potential to give a real insight into 

how children are feeling in school. It was 
really interesting to see what the children 

were putting. Some of their responses 
really surprised me.”

Online survey to assess all KS2 pupils

“The format of SNAP-B 
allows teachers to work 

collaboratively with both 
parents/carers and individual 

pupils in order to gain a 
rounded perspective of a 

child’s behaviour at each stage 
of the process” 

Award winning special needs 
assessment resourceSign up to receive emails at Risingstars-uk.com/myaccount Follow us on Twitter @RSAssessment Like us on Facebook at /RSAssessment

Visit the website to 
learn more about 

the full range 
of assessments 

available 
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risingstars-uk.com/shine

Shine: Targeted Interventions for Primary Reading, Maths and GPS
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

This 3-step solution is designed to help you seamlessly assess understanding, identify knowledge 
gaps and deliver targeted individual and group intervention activities for the areas of weakness 
demonstrated in your pupils’ diagnostic test results.

Step 1 – Assess Reading, Maths and GPS

             
Reliably measure termly reading, maths and GPS performance from Years 1 to 6 with assessments 
trusted by over 6,000 schools.

Step 2 – Identify knowledge gaps in Reading, Maths and GPS

Easily identify gaps in pupil understanding with Individual and Group reports in MARK, our free 
online assessment and reporting tool.

Step 3 – Intervene and Improve in Reading, Maths and GPS

Access targeted Shine: Reading Skills, Shine: Maths and Shine: GPS learning sequences for 
individual pupils and groups and measure understanding with quick quizzes.

£400+VAT annual subscription to Shine: Reading Skills, with free access to MARK
£400+VAT annual subscription to Shine: Maths, with free access to MARK
£400+VAT annual subscription to Shine: GPS, with free access to MARK
£720+VAT annual subscription to Shine: Reading Skills and Shine: Maths, with free access to MARK
£1000+VAT annual subscription to Shine: Reading Skills, Shine: Maths and Shine: GPS, with free access to MARK
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	9 Reading Skills, Maths 
and GPS
	9 Key Stages 1 and 2
	9 Strand and Area of Learning 
interventions

READING 
SKILLS, MATHS 
AND GPS 
INTERVENTION

risingstars-uk.com/shine

The ‘Prepare, Do, Review’ format of Shine worked well and saved us time. For the learning 
sequences, we found the teacher guidance clear and easy to follow. The lesson plans gave a good 
amount of detail and were great if handing over to a teaching assistant because they were able to 
run with it. 
Griffin Park Primary School
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View learning sequences and find out more at risingstars-uk.com/shine
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Intervention Report – Grouped
R-6

NTS Mathematics Year 5 Spring
Most recently taken 24th April 2021 Report generated 25th April 2021

St Cuthbert Mayne

1/2

NumberNumber and place value Number 1 William Brown * 0/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

3/7
2/7

0/1
0/1

0/4
1/4

0/1

1/2
1/2
0/2

1/5
1/5
2/5
2/5

* This pupil scored 0 in this Area of Learning. This Area of Learning may not have been taught yet or more specific support may be required. Please see the Learning Sequence for intervention information. 

Nancy Drew

Harry Potter
Hermione Granger

Calculations Written addition and subtraction Written adition and subtraction 2 Salome Blake
George Kirrin

Mental multiplication and divisionCalculations Mental multiplication and division 2 Gary Brechin
Constance Hopkin
Zoë Jordan

Calculations Written multiplication and division Written multiplication and division 2 Nancy Drew *
Hermione Granger

Fractions, decimals and percentages Fractions Fractions 2
Constance Hopkin
Kane Kar Chen

Philip Mannering * 

Fractions, decimals and percentages Written calculations with fractions Written calculations with fractions 2 William Brown 
Nancy Drew

Katrine Suleiman
Constance Hopkin

Area of Learning Pupils ScoreSuggested Learning SequencesStrand

All Learning Sequences in this report

This report shows pupils grouped according to their score in each Area of Learning. Please see the Intervention Report – Individual for details specific to each pupil.

5 Spring4 Summer5 SpringPaper taken:

24/04/2115/09/2030/04/20Date taken:

958286Standardised score:

‡‡82Age-standardised score:

2h: Comparison N/A

Score

3/5Retrieval

5/11Vocabulary

3/7Inference

Area of Learning ScoreContent Domains

2b: Retrieval 1/2

2a: Vocabulary 2/7

2d: Inference 2/4

2e: Prediction 1/3

2g: Impact of language 3/4

2f: Structure 0/1

2c: Summary 1/2

Year 5, Retrieval, Fiction 2

Year 5, Retrieval, Non-Fiction 2

Year 5, Vocabulary, Fiction 2

Year 5, Vocabulary, Non-Fiction 2

Year 5, Inference, Fiction 2

Year 5, Inference, Non-Fiction 2

Suggested Learning Sequences

1/1

Pupil details Recent scores

Age at test: 10:7

Class: Year 6 class 1

Intervention Report – Individual
Ben Nevis

NTS Reading Year 5 Spring
Last taken 24th April 2021

St Cuthbert Mayne

Report generated 25th April 2021

All Learning Sequences in this report

‡ Age outside of data range

 ⊲ Individual content 
domains that 
make up the Area 
of Learning

 ⊲ Results from 
previous tests

 ⊲ Overall score 
for the Area of 
Learning

 ⊲ The link to access 
the learning 
sequence

 ⊲ Area of Learning 
is made up of 
sub-strands

 ⊲ This report is for 
one pupil.

 ⊲ This report shows 
the intervention 
required for 
smaller groups 
within a class/
group

 ⊲ Individual 
content 
domain scores

 ⊲ Results from 
the most 
recently 
taken test are 
highlighted

 ⊲ Links to access 
the learning 
sequences

 ⊲ National 
Curriculum 
strand

 ⊲ Areas of 
Learning 
make up 
a strand

 ⊲ The 
intervention 
content 
by Area of 
Learning

 ⊲ All pupils 
who need an 
intervention 
for this Area 
of Learning

 ⊲ Each pupil’s 
score per Area 
of Learning

Individual and Group Reports
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risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths

On Track Maths
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Support struggling learners to catch-up in maths with targeted teaching activities.

• Use the identification grids to map the child’s secure knowledge and 
understanding and identify gaps that need intervention.

• Identify the exact unit to address specific needs of the child or small group.

• Deliver daily activities to strengthen and reinforce learning of a mathematical 
strand over a week.

• Support TA’s in leading catch-up sessions with step-by-step plans which have 
subject knowledge and mathematical vocabulary embedded in the text.

• Assess pupil progress and identify next steps using the weekly independent 
assessment activity.

£685 On Track Maths Key Stage 1- 2 
£300 On Track Maths Key Stage 1 
£400 On Track Maths Key Stage 2

Download free sample activities from risingstars-uk.com/ontrackmaths

Our TA has found On Track Maths really easy to use. I like how you 
can adapt the lessons to match your children’s ability. We do “mini 
maths” (a bit like phonics daily) so they are short easy tasks we can 
use.
Jo Turner, Colne Park Primary School
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© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2016   

YEAR 2

209

DAY
2

  TEACH
ACTIVITY 1: Finding 13 of a quantity using 
counters

 � Look at the fraction 1
3
 written on the board with the children. Ask them: 

What does it mean?

 � Establish with the children that 1
3
 means one of the three parts of a whole.

 � Model fi nding 1
3
 of 21 for the children. Count out 21 counters and then 

divide them into three groups. Say to the children: We count how many 
counters are in one of the three groups to fi nd  1

3
. So  1

3
 of 21 is 7.

 � Highlight to the children that the groups must be equal.

 � Now give the children a number to fi nd 1
3
 of (e.g. 6, 9, etc.).

ACTIVITY 2: Finding 13 of a length

 � You need plenty of space for this activity. Measure a distance using a metre 
wheel – make sure the distance is divisible by three (e.g. measure from one 
cone to another with a distance of 9 m).

 � Put a cone at either end of the distance.

 � The children then count out the correct number of metre sticks for the 
distance they have found. These physical resources can then be used to 
support the children with dividing the distance into three.

 � Ask the children to divide the distance into three, to fi nd 1
3
 of the distance. 

Say to them: We have measured three metres across the ground. To fi nd  1
3

 
of the distance we need to divide it by three.

 � Ask the children to fi nd the answer mentally and then one child measures 
using the metre wheel to put a cone at the end of each third of the distance. 
(Each child will be able to have a turn at this step throughout the activity.)

WATCH OUT:  It is important that the children can divide this number by three 

to fi nd 
1
3. If necessary, use practical resources to help them such as metre sticks, counters, 

pebbles or cubes.

 � Now ask the children to walk a third of the total distance they have 
measured.

 � Repeat with other lengths, ensuring that each length is divisible by three.

OBJECTIVES

• Recognise, fi nd, name 
and write fractions 13, 14, 24 
and 34 of a length, shape, 
set of objects or quantity

• Recognise the 
equivalence of 24 and 12 

Rising Stars Progression 
Framework: 2.3.a.1, 
2.3.a.2, 2.3.b.1

RESOURCES

• Activity 1: Each child 
needs up to 24 counters; 
main whiteboard and 
pens

• Activity 2: Metre wheel; 
cones for measuring 
distances; access to 
outside space/hall/
corridor; metre sticks

Strand: Fractions

Sub-strand: Recognise, order, compare and equivalence
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risingstars-uk.com/ontrackenglish

On Track English
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Raise English attainment with targeted, step-by-step intervention for 
comprehension, writing and grammar.

• Easily identify gaps and weaknesses in comprehension, grammar and 
writing using the built-in diagnostic tools.

• Ensure TA’s have everything needed to lead intervention with 
clearly structured, pre-planned sessions, pupil resources, audio and 
supporting videos.

• Build children’s confidence with fun group activities that carefully 
introduce, model and practise learning objectives.

• Link intervention to the wider curriculum and build topic vocabulary 
with fiction and non-fiction source texts that explore themes such as 
influential figures, space and computing.

• Use the assessment tasks and guidance to assess individual pupil 
progress and decide next steps for learning.

£375 On Track English Reading Comprehension (Key Stage 2 only)
£375 On Track English Writing and Grammar (Key Stage 1-2)
£700 Complete On Track English Pack (Reading Comprehension and Writing and Grammar)

View free samples at risingstars-uk.com/ontrackenglish

On Track English can be easily implemented by 
all staff (including teaching assistants and learning 

support) using our simple 3-step process:

The resource is so well organised and resourced, that after 
initial time looking through material with the class teacher 
and SENCO, the intervention staff could just ‘run with it’.
Ruth Duckworth, Assistant Headteacher, Christ Church CE 
Primary School
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1. Identify gaps and weaknesses: 
Use classroom observation and children’s work to identify children who 

may require intervention in a specific area of the English curriculum.

2. Deliver intervention: 
Select the appropriate set of carefully structured 20-minute lessons from 

the Activity Pack. Use the accompanying online resources to deliver 
a week-long intervention programme that strengthens and reinforces 

learning.

3. Assess: 
On the final day of the intervention, assess what each child in the group is 
able to do independently, using the assessment tasks and guidance, and 

identify the next steps for their learning.
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“eduu.school is a great solution for providing 
hybrid learning to primary pupils, supporting their 
learning; not just at school but at home as well. 
Now, and in the future.”

Try the 3Es with your class today

Request your FREE trial at 
hoddereducation.co.uk/eduu-primary

- Sir Mark Grundy, CEO Shireland Collegiate Academy Trust.

Deliver ready-made thematic lessons 
with a flexible online learning platform

Support pupils and teachers with a 
framework to support the teaching of 
wellbeing and mental health

Hook pupils into learning with a 
driving question (Excite) which 

engages them in the topic

Take pupils through a sequence of 
lessons (Explore) that allow them to 

connect with knowledge and not just 
learn, but also communicate what 

they’ve learned

Lead pupils through to an 
assessment opportunity (Excel) 

stemming from the Explores

Pupils can continue to explore at 
home using the Explore with your 

Family feature

Excite, Explore and Excel!

Connecting learning for 
school, home and the future

eduu catalogue advert primary.indd   1eduu catalogue advert primary.indd   1 19/04/2021   14:0119/04/2021   14:01
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What’s inside eduu.school? 
Over 3,000 hours of lessons 6 or more themes per year group Up to 40 hours of sequenced lessons per theme

Save time planning

With quick access to lesson 
plans, curriculum overviews 
and guidance on teaching.

Capture pupils’ attention

Lead pupils through themes, capturing their 
attention with ‘Excites’ and begin their journey as 
they ‘Explore’ each theme. 

Support mental  
health and wellbing

eduu.school contains   
a framework to support  
the planning and  
teaching of wellbeing   
and mental health.

Adapt to your needs

eduu.school is flexible and 
can be used any way you 
like. Teach the curriculum 
as is or pick and choose 
resources to fit in with   
your plans. 

Make wellbeing a part of the curriculum 

Teach lessons as part of each theme to help 
pupils take charge of their mental health and 
wellbeing as part of the curriculum.

Professional 
development

Access free webinars on 
everything from teaching 
with eduu.school to 
supporting your own and 
your pupils’ wellbeing.

Assess progress

Assess pupil progress  
with ‘Excels’ and use end 
of theme quizzes as a 
low-stakes check on pupil 
knowledge and skills. 

Extend learning beyond school 

Support learning beyond the classroom with 
resources for learning with the family.

Supporting Teachers

Supporting Pupils

Find out how to access the world of eduu.school at 
hoddereducation.co.uk/eduu-primary 

eduu catalogue advert primary.indd   2eduu catalogue advert primary.indd   2 19/04/2021   14:0119/04/2021   14:01
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	9 Key Stage 2
	9 Digital
	9 Online surveys
	9 Instant online reports

Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning: 
Survey and Strategies

DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 2

Improve KS2 pupils’ positivity, self-efficacy, motivation and resilience 
at school.

Quickly assess pupil wellbeing and support academic development with 
follow-up strategies to improve pupils’ positivity, self-efficacy, motivation 
and resilience.

• Assess pupil wellbeing with a 20-minute online pupil survey for all KS2 
pupils.

• Generate reports to help identify areas of concern, as well as areas of 
strength.

• Implement follow-up strategies written by experts from Coventry 
University and Nottingham Trent University.

• Track pupil progress and demonstrate the impact of selected 
strategies over time.

£258+VAT 1-year subscription

For more information visit risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing-survey

I would recommended this resource to other schools as I think it is 
a good use of the Pupil Premium funding as it supports improving 
attitudes to learning as well as identifying specific children with 
emotional barriers.
The Westborough School
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 ⊲ See at a glance how children have performed across 
the dimensions and use the reports to guide where the 
evidence-based strategies can be put into place.

 ⊲ KS2, class and 
pupil strategies 
available for 
each dimension.

 ⊲ Compare up to 
three survey 
attempts.

 ⊲ Pupils can click to hear 
the question and/or the 
answers read aloud.

 ⊲ Quickly change 
font size

 ⊲ Children answer 41 
multiple choice questions

37your vouchers at the front of this catalogueREMEMBER 
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SEN AND 
WELLBEING
Wellbeing and 
Character Education

	9 Key Stages 1 and 2
	9 Print
	9 Growth Mindset Lessons
	9 Thinking Classrooms
	9 Character Education

Growth Mindset Lessons
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Develop a powerful learning culture throughout 
your primary school.

• Turn the concept of growth mindset into a 
powerful reality with a teacher handbook 
containing practical strategies, lesson plans 
and extensive examples.

• Put growth mindset into action in a tangible 
way with a handbook tested and trialled by 
Katherine Muncaster.

• Develop a powerful learning culture 
throughout your school with a comprehensive 
and practical scheme of work.

• Benefit from the experience of co-author and 
leading professional development expert 
Shirley Clarke.

£35 
See order form for all available ISBNs

risingstars-uk.com/growthmindset

Risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing

Working together as a staff enabled us to embed the concepts of mindsets 
across the whole school. Teaching mindsets opens a gateway for children to 
challenge themselves and learn from mistakes.
Year 2 teacher
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Turn to page 34 to find 
out about eduu.school. 

The digital curriculum with 
built in mental health and 

wellbeing support.
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Thinking Classrooms: Metacognition lessons for 
Primary Schools
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Encourage pupils to take charge of their learning through metacognition 
strategies.

• Help children understand how they learn, reflect on outcomes of their 
learning and develop transferable skills such as independence and 
resilience.

• Develop transferable learning skills such as planning, trying, checking, 
not being afraid to fail and resilience.

• Have confidence in a resource developed by formative assessment 
expert Shirley Clarke with growth mindset expert Katherine Muncaster.

• Save time with ready-to-use lessons, embedded online CPD videos, 
teaching plans and pick-up-and-go resources.

£35 
See order form for all available ISBNs

risingstars-uk.com/thinkingclassrooms

Character Education: The Star Awards 
Programme for Primary Schools
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Build your school’s PSHE curriculum with this all-in-one, tried and tested 
teaching resources and awards scheme.

• Develop your pupils’ resilience and feelings of self-worth through 
progressive school-wide activities and provide trackable evidence of 
SMSC provision to Ofsted.

• Recognise and reward resilience, citizenship, teamwork, problem 
solving, moral compass, confidence and self-worth with the built-in Star 
Awards Programme.

• Provide tangible and trackable evidence of the SMSC provision to Ofsted.

• Save preparation time with plans, frameworks for learning and 
engaging pupil-facing materials.

£35 
See order form for all available ISBNs

risingstars-uk.com/charactereducation
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Risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing
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Risingstars-uk.com/foundation-subjects

FOUNDATION  
SUBJECTS

Switched on 
Computing, 
Third edition
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

New edition of the bestselling complete 
curriculum programme for Computing.

Turn to page 44

Switched on  Science
PRINT   DIGITAL   EARLY YEARS   
KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Put working scientifically at 
the heart of your curriculum 
with 6 flexible units for each 
year containing experiments, 
investigations and STEM content.

Turn to page 42

Rising Stars History
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Ensure complete coverage with a 
knowledge-rich complete 
curriculum programme for History.

Turn to page 48
Embrace a broad and balanced approach to 
the Foundation Subjects with knowledge-
rich, coherent, whole school curriculum 
programmes, with built in progression for 
Key Stage 1 and 2.
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Our Foundation Subjects resources are linked to FREE 
Progression Frameworks to help plan your lessons and 
gauge progress in your class

They break down the curriculum into individual statements 
with ‘what to look for’ guidance to help teachers identify 
gaps in pupils’ knowledge and measure progress.

Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/progression-
frameworks

FREE Rising Stars Progression Frameworks
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Switched on Design 
& Technology

DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Engage pupils with cross-curricular 
innovative projects and resources.

Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/D-T

Champions
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Improve health, fitness, knowledge 
and wellbeing with an holistic 
approach to the PE curriculum.

Turn to page 52

Learn to Code
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Consolidate coding skills and 
knowledge with fun practice 
activities.

Turn to page 46

Switched on 
Online Safety
PRINT   DIGITAL  
KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Help your students become positive 
digital citizens and stay safe online.

Turn to page 47

Rising Stars Geography
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Ensure complete coverage with a 
knowledge-rich complete curriculum 
programme for Geography.

Turn to page 48

Rising Stars French
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 2

Encourage enthusiasm for French 
with an interactive, knowledge-rich, 
French Curriculum for Key Stage 2.

Turn to page 50
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Find out more about our Foundation Subjects  resources at Risingstars-uk.com/Foundation
Risingstars-uk.com/foundation-subjects
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It is easy to use, even for the non-specialist, 
and simply makes the planning and teaching 
of science a breeze.
Tim Handley, Year 5 Teacher at Woodlands 
Primary

	9 Save time with a free 
Progression Framework 
matched to Switched 
on Science and built-in 
assessment
	9  Build early scientific skills 
with creative exploration 
using Switched on Science 
in the Early Years

SCIENCE

Risingstars-uk.com/SOS

Switched on Science
PRINT   DIGITAL   EARLY YEARS

KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Put working scientifically at the heart of your 
curriculum with a whole-school complete 
curriculum programme for Science.

• Save hours of preparation time with all the 
guidance and resources to teach a full and 
rich science curriculum.

•  Engage pupils and teachers with digital 
resources at no extra cost; including pupil and 
CPD videos, interactive activities and a set of 
teaching slides for each half term.

• Assess children’s skills and knowledge and 
track progress easily with yearly progression 
frameworks, built-in formative assessment 
opportunities and summative tests for  
every unit.

£999 Whole school
£175 Early Years
£300 Key Stage 1
£600 Key Stage 2

View samples at Risingstars-uk.com/SOS
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See Switched on Science in action with our free samples at risingstars-uk.com/SOS
Risingstars-uk.com/foundation-subjects

10 

Topic 1: Out of this world

Introduce the topic using PowerPoint Slides 1– 4.

Ask children to write their own address (keep some records with you, some 
children might need help), then tell them that they have only managed to write 
part of it and that they need to write their address in the Universe. Let children 
share ideas about what their address might be and then give them Activity 
Resource 1.3 to see if they can work out the correct order for the cards. Do 
let them search for parts of the address they do not know to help them. 

You could give children a postcard with a stamp on it and get them to write 
it to themselves and address it using the universe postal address, post it 
and see how long it takes to arrive home. Or do this as a class together.

 Our Solar System 

GET STARTED

1.1

LET’S THINK LIKE SCIENTISTS

Use these questions 
to develop research 
skills and speaking and 
listening:
  How big are the 
planets? 
  How far away from us 
are they?
  What do they look like? 
  How many planets are 
there? 

1  THE SOLAR SYSTEM

L.O. Describe the movement of the Earth and other planets relative 
to the Sun in the Solar System.
Report and present findings from enquiries, including conclusions, 
causal relationships and explanations of and degree of trust in results, 
in oral and written forms such as displays and other presentations.

  Working in groups, ask the children to discuss the planets in our 
Solar System. See how many of them they know and what they 
know about them. They could record their ideas on a large sheet of 
paper, each person adding what they know in a different colour pen 
and then writing their name in the same colour. This helps assess 
who has contributed what.

  Then you might choose to show them a video clip of ‘The Solar 
System Song’ (see Useful Websites list on My Rising Stars) so they 
can use it to check their initial ideas.

  Use the fact cards about the Solar System from Activity Resource 1.1. 
There are 20 in all, so it is useful to double these up for a whole class. 
Everyone is given at least one or two cards and they have to read and 
memorise what is on the card. As soon as they have done that, they 
swap their card with someone else and learn a new fact. After 5–8 
minutes each child will have learned a number of facts. Collect the 
cards in, tell children to go back to their groups to work together and 
add as many new facts as they can remember to their original sheet 
of paper. Explain to children they should help each other remember 
facts and try to write as many new ones down as possible.

  Consolidate this by having a quick-fire question session, asking a 
range of questions that demand children think about the information 
they have learned, e.g:
  Has anyone ever visited the Moon?
  Which planet has a huge wind storm?

ACTIVITIES

ASSESSMENT

Subject Knowledge

  Em. Children can name 
some of the planets in the 
Solar System.

  Exp. Children are able to 
name and describe planets 
in the Solar System in the 
correct order from the Sun.

  Exc. Children have extended 
their research beyond the 
classroom and are able to 
talk about similarities and 
differences between planets 
in the Solar System.

YOU WILL NEED

  PowerPoint Slide 5

  Video clip – ‘The Solar  
System Song’

  Activity Resource 1.1

  Interactive activity

  PowerPoint Slides 5, 6 and 7

436114_01_Science_Y5_TG_001-020.indd   10 28/06/18   8:49 AM
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The Sun and the planets

The eight planets in the solar system are:

• Mercury
• Venus
• Earth
• Mars
• Jupiter
• Saturn
• Uranus
• Neptune

2.2

104 

Topic 1: Out of this world

Fact Card 2 

There is only one star in the  
Solar System: the Sun.

Fact Card 1 

The Sun is at the centre of the 
Solar System.

Fact Card 4 

Astronauts have walked on the 
Earth and the Moon but no  

other planet.

Fact Card 3 

The Sun is 93 million miles away 
from the Earth. That is equal to 

146 million kilometres.

Fact Card 6 

Bright rings surround the planet 
Saturn. Jupiter, Uranus and 

Neptune also have rings.

Fact Card 5 

Jupiter is the largest planet.  
It has a ‘Great Red Spot’ which  

is a huge wind storm.

1.1 What´s in our Solar System?

436114_SoS_Activity_104-155.indd   104 5/7/18   8:09 PM

 ⊲ Engage 
pupils with 
interactive 
activities for 
each topic

 ⊲ Save time 
with ready-
made activity 
worksheets

 ⊲ Boost teacher 
confidence 
with 
guidance, 
notes and 
everything 
you need 
contained in 
each pack

 ⊲ Improve 
pupil and 
teacher 
knowledge 
with CPD and 
pupil facing 
videos

 ⊲  Prompt class 
discussion 
with front 
of class 
powerpoint 
presentations
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Switched on Computing, Third edition
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Develop pupils’ computing knowledge and skills with a trusted, complete 
computing curriculum programme for key stages 1 and 2, structured into 
enjoyable, easy-to-use half-termly units of work. Updated for 2020 with 
new units and enhanced digital resources.

• Save time and support non-specialist teachers with six session plans 
for each half-termly unit, fully supported with step-by-step teaching 
slides, videos and worksheets.

• Challenge higher attainers and support less confident pupils with built 
in differentiation and opportunities for collaboration.

• Check pupils’ knowledge and understanding and identify gaps in 
learning with self-assessment opportunities and self-marking online 
quizzes at the end of each unit.

• Measure impact and track pupil progress against learning expectations 
in each unit and across the curriculum with a quick and easy tracking 
document.

• Give all teachers the confidence and enthusiasm to teach computing 
with CPD videos.

£1,300 Whole School Pack including other Switched on elements
£840 Whole School Pack – Switched on Computing only
£160 Year group pack

Request samples and find out more at risingstars-uk.com/SOC

	9 Save time with a complete 
curriculum programme for 
Primary Computing
	9 Improve teacher confidence 
with in-built CPD videos
	9 Measure progress with 
self-assessment 
opportunities and 
self-marking online quizzes

COMPUTING
The children are loving it and really enjoy the challenge. The plans 
in Switched on Computing have given us a clear plan of how to 
deliver the difficult area of programming.
Elm Park Primary School

Risingstars-uk.com/SOC
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NEW 
EDITIONS

Published in partnership with 
Havering Education Services
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Software/Apps: Brushes Redux and Autodesk Sketchbook (alternatives: Microsoft Paint, Paint 3D,  
PaintZ for Chromebook)
Hardware: iPads (alternatives: laptop/desktop computers, Android tablets)

Unit 1.3 We are digital artists
Creating work inspired by great artists

Knowledge, skills and concepts

In this unit, pupils will learn:
●	 how to select and set brushes and colours 
●	 to create artwork in a range of styles on iPads
●	 to use the undo function if they make 

mistakes, and to encourage experimentation
●	 to use multiple layers in their art
●	 to transform layers
●	 to paint on top of photographs.

Progression
●	 In Key Stage 1, pupils will build on their knowledge 

of [xx] in Unit 2.3: We are photographers.
●	 In Key Stage 2, pupils are introduced to […] in 

Unit 4.5 We are artists.

Assessment – by the end of the unit:

All pupils can:
●	 create blocks of colour
●	 paint shapes using a range of colours
●	 draw on screen
●	 fill the canvas with a colour
●	 paint on top of a photograph
●	 fill regions of an image with colours.

Most pupils can:
●	 create blocks of colour with well-defined edges
●	 use the undo tool to correct mistakes
●	 draw on screen using a variety of strokes
●	 create an image made of multiple layers
●	 choose colours appropriately to add to a 

photograph
●	 create images made up of lines.

Some pupils can:
●	 add additional detail to blocks of colour
●	 use the undo tool to experiment with different 

colours or effects
●	 understand how simple drawings are 

abstractions of real objects
●	 transform layers of an image
●	 understand how images are represented as 

dots (pixels) on a computer
●	 use the ruler tool to create a grid of horizontal 

and vertical lines.

Overview

In this unit, pupils use the Brushes Redux and Autodesk 
Sketchbook apps on iPads to create paintings inspired 
by the work of famous artists. In:
●	 session 1 they create work based on Rothko’s 

work
●	 session 2 they create work based on Kandinsky’s 

concentric circles
●	 session 3 they create work based on Picasso’s 

peace dove
●	 session 4 they create work based on Matisse’s 

snail
●	 session 5 they create work using Seurat’s 

pointillist style

●	 session 6 they create work based on Mondrian’s 
grid paintings.

Alternatives

The unit sessions give step-by-step guidance to using 
Brushes Redux and Autodesk Sketchbook. Brushes 
Redux works only on iOS (Apple), but Autodesk 
Sketchbook is available for both iOS and Android. 
This unit could also be carried out on laptops or 
desktop computers using other painting programs, 
such as Microsoft Paint. Guidance on how to do this 
is given in the online resources.

481411_SOC_3E_U1.3_030_039.indd   30 1/20/20   9:16 AM

 ⊲ Check knowledge and understanding with built-in assessment and 
self-marking quizzes

 ⊲ Improve teacher confidence with CPD videos, and step-by-step 
teaching slides and videos

 ⊲ Suitable for use across a range of different devices

 ⊲ Each unit is broken down into six easy to manage teaching 
sessions

 ⊲  Track pupil progress with quick, easy tracking documents
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Learn to Code
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 2

Address the coding objectives within the curriculum with fun and 
engaging practice books for ages 7–11 containing easy-to-follow 
activities and projects, supported by accompanying teacher’s notes.

• Save preparation time with step-by-step activities, ideal for extension 
work, coding clubs and homework, covering the key requirements of 
the computing curriculum.

•  Embed and practise coding skills in a fun way with creative activities 
and manageable pupil led projects.

•  Stretch and challenge more able pupils with open ended activities.

•  Teach lessons of the highest quality whatever your expertise with 
comprehensive downloadable teacher’s notes.

£100 per pack

Find out more and view samples at risingstars-uk.com/learntocode

A great resource for helping primary aged children (and 
beyond) develop coding confidence.
East Harling Primary School
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Switched on Online Safety
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Help your students stay safe online with a 
whole school online safety provision including 
lessons and assemblies, teacher guidance, 
CPD videos and regular guidance on key online 
safety issues.

• Ensure children become positive digital 
citizens by teaching them safe and 
appropriate online behaviour.

• Embed important online safety principles with 
interactive, online cross-curricular activities 
and 6 themed units of work in each print 
teacher’s guide.

• Save time with ready-made powerpoints and 
online safety lessons and assemblies.

• Teach with confidence with 12 teacher facing 
videos to help deal with sensitive issues.

£85 Key Stage 1
£180 Key Stage 2
£180 Whole School Pack

Download free samples at 
risingstars-uk.com/onlinesafety
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  Sample taken from Switched on Online Safety Lower Key Stage 2
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Rising Stars History and Geography
DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Ensure complete coverage of key knowledge, skills and 
concepts for History and Geography, with everything you 
need to teach each half term in one handy place.

• Benefit from essential subject knowledge written by 
experts and clear progression from years 1–6.

•  Measure progress and easily identify gaps in learning 
with formative and summative assessment materials, 
linked to progression frameworks.

•  Save time with engaging planning and resources for 
half-termly topics and a range of creative outcomes, all 
in one place.

•  Help children connect learning with meaningful cross-
subject links, including English skills and suggested 
supplementary texts.

£60 per year group
£300 Whole school pack

Request samples at risingstars-uk.com/humanities

	9 Save time with everything 
you need including 
teacher’s notes
	9 Facilitate cross-curricular 
teaching of the Foundation 
Subjects with inter-linked 
resources

HUMANITIES

All the children talked about map 
work or compass points showing 
that geographical enquiry and 
geography skills are being learnt.
Subject Lead, St Wilfred’s 
Primary School

Risingstars-uk.com/humanities
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 ⊲ 4. Provide all the resources needed 
to teach the lesson with Teaching 
Slides and Pupil Resources.

Knowledge, skills and concepts

In this unit, the children will:
• Establish clear narratives within and across

periods they study
• Regularly address historically valid questions

about similarity and difference and significance
• Construct informed responses that involve

thoughtful selection and organisation of
relevant historical information

• Understand how our knowledge of the past is
constructed from a range of sources

• Note connections, contrasts and trends over
time and develop the appropriate use of
historical terms

• Address and devise historically valid questions
about significance

YEAR 6 UNIT 1 – THE MAYA CIVILISATION: 
Why should we remember the Maya? 

Rising Stars 2019 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited

Unit overview

In this unit, the children will explore the world of the 
Maya and debate whether they should continue to be 
remembered today as a significant culture. The children 
will begin by learning about the lives of the Maya 
today, before focusing on ancient Maya architectural 
achievements, their religion and surviving writings. They 
will also study the possible reasons why the Maya 
city states declined after 900 AD, looking at conspiracy 
theories and considering whether everything they read 
online is reliable. They will consider the issues faced when 
studying a culture where only limited types of evidence 
are available, predominantly archaeological evidence. 
While studying the unit, it is important to check the news 
for information about any new finds about the culture. 
Throughout the unit, the children will make links to other 
societies they have studied, including those covered 
in Year 3 Unit 1: The Stone Age and Year 4 Unit 1: The 
Ancient Egyptians.

The Big Finish provides the children with the opportunity to 
utilise and celebrate their knowledge and communicate it 
through a creative activity, by making a Maya-style 
codex. The completed codices can then be displayed so 
they can be shared with the rest of the school, parents 
and families.

Related units:  
Year 3 Unit 1: The Stone Age and Year 4 Unit 1: The Ancient Egyptians

Key vocabulary 

Religious, social, economic, cultural, 
political, civilisation, pyramid, 
temple, conclusion, evidence, 
reconstruction, archaeology, city 
state, sacrifice, Meso-America, 
nobles, creation, hierarchy, sacrifice, 
bloodletting, conquistadors, 
technology, culture, Meso-American, 
glyphs, agriculture, astronomy, 
calendar, trade, interpretations, 
theory, climate change, conquer, 
decline, codex/codices, pagan, 
scribe, significance.

Cross-curricular links

• Art: making pots in the style of the Maya
• DT: how were the pyramids made?
• English: creative writing about lost cities
• Geography: impact of changes to the climate on a society
• Maths: doing calculations in different types of number systems
• Music: percussion and wind instrument music in the style of the Maya
• RE: exploring different aspects of what people believed in, comparing creation stories
• Science: exploring the impact of technology on other societies

 ⊲ 2. See the key knowledge, skills, 
progression and assessment for 
each unit with the Unit Summary 
– a medium-term planning tool.

Rising Stars History Topic List

KEY
STAGE YEAR TOPIC NAME ENQUIRY QUESTION MAIN CURRICULUM FOCUS BIG FINISH

KE
Y 

ST
A

G
E 

1 YE
A

R 
1

My Family History What was life like when our grandparents were 
children?

Changes within living memory Spend a day at grandad’s school

The Greatest Explorers Who were the greatest explorers? Lives of significant individuals Design a memorial to the greatest explorer

Great Inventions: Transport How did the first flight change the world/Why were 
the Rainhill Trials important?

Events beyond living memory nationally or globally Design a commemorative train

YE
A

R 
2

Bonfire Night and the 
Great Fire of London

Should we still celebrate Bonfire Night/Did the 
Great Fire make London a better or a worse place?

Events beyond living memory nationally or globally N/A

Holidays How have holidays changed over time? Changes within living memory Create a pop-up seaside from the 1950s

Our Local Heroes Who are our local heroes? Local History Study: Lives of significant individuals Create a mini museum dedicated to your local 
heroes

LO
W

ER
 K

EY
 S

TA
G

E 
2

YE
A

R 
3

The Stone Age What was new about the New Stone Age? Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age Perform a play depicting the changes in the 
Stone Age

The Bronze Age and the 
Iron Age

Which was more impressive – the Bronze Age or 
the Iron Age?

Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age Hold your very own debate on the greatest 
development in this period

Local History Why should we preserve our locality? Local History Study: A study of a theme in British 
history that extends knowledge beyond 1066

Create a campaign to preserve a local treasure

YE
A

R 
4

The Ancient Egyptians How much did the Ancient Egyptians achieve? The achievements of the earliest civilisations Create an Ancient Egyptian time capsule

Roman Britain What happened when the Romans came to 
Britain?

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain Stage a Roman army experience

Crime and Punishment How has Crime and Punishment changed over 
time?

A study of a theme in British history that extends 
knowledge beyond 1066

Create a display of the changes in crime and 
punishment

U
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G

E 
2

YE
A

R 
5

The Anglo-Saxons Was the Anglo-Saxon period really a Dark Age? Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots Carry out an archaeological excavation

The Vikings Would the Vikings do anything for money? The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the Kingdom 
of England

Write your own version of a Viking saga

Journeys What makes people go on a journey? A study of a theme in British history that extends 
knowledge beyond 1066

Hold an assembly to link migration today with 
events in the past

YE
A

R 
6

The Maya Civilisation Why should we remember the Maya? The achievements of a non-European society Make your very own Maya codex

The Ancient Greeks What did the Greeks do for us? Ancient Greece – a study of Greek life and 
achievements and their influence on the western 
world

Lead a special social event about the legacies 
and influence of the Ancient Greeks

The Impact of War Did WWI or WWII have the biggest impact on our 
locality?

Local History Study: A study of a theme in British 
history that extends knowledge beyond 1066

Host an exhibition telling the story of your 
community during WWI and WWII

 ⊲ 1. View the course overview 
with Topic lists showing the 
key enquiry question, the main 
curriculum focus and the big finish 
activity.
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Autumn 
Year 6 

 

The Maya Civilisation 
Why should we remember the Maya? 

Week 1: What can we learn about the Ancient Maya from the lives of the Maya today? 

Learning objective To use evidence to reach conclusions about the lives of the Maya in the past and the present 

Key question What can we learn about the Ancient Maya from the lives of the Maya today? 

Knowledge, skills and 
concepts 

● Establish clear narratives within and across periods they study 
● Regularly address historically valid questions about similarity and difference 

Success criteria ● I know where and how the Maya live today 
● I can use evidence about the Maya today to reach a conclusion about the Maya in the past 
● I can generate further questions to check my findings and deepen my understanding 

Key vocabulary Religious, social, economic, cultural, political, civilisation, pyramid, temple, conclusion, evidence 

Activities 1 As an initial hook, display the image of a Maya pyramid, Tikal in Guatemala (teaching slide 6). The image will reveal 
slowly reveal to heighten suspense. To support children in engaging with the image you could ask them to describe 
what they can see, then ask them what they think they would smell, hear and feel if they were there. Stretch and 
challenge: children may make links with other cultures studied (the key example is Rising Stars History Year 4 Unit 1: 
The Ancient Egyptians, where pyramids were built). Introduce the newspaper report resource of the ‘lost civilisation’ 
and explain that the class will be carrying out an enquiry to find out more about them and why the Maya are said to 
have ‘disappeared’.  

2 Introduce the key question for the unit: Why should we remember the Maya? You should make a link to previous 
units where the children considered the significance and importance of civilisations they studied. Ask: Does this 
image provide us with any information to help us to answer the key question? Think/pair/share: children write their 
ideas on sticky notes and add them to working wall/display. The children should note the complexity of the pyramid 
and the fact that it remains today to show how important the Maya were. 

 ⊲ 3. Outline the learning objectives 
and teaching steps with 6 editable 
session plans per unit.

Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/Atlases

Philip’s School Atlases
Give children a window into the world 
with a brand new and updated version of 
the market-leading Philip’s Atlases.
• Infant School Atlas £8.99

• Children’s School Atlas £12.99

• Junior School Atlas £8.99
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Rising Stars French
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Get your class chatting and singing in French 
with fun digital activities, animations and 
games.

• Feel confident teaching primary-level French 
to years 3-6, with subject knowledge and 
ready-to-go activities.

• Identify any gaps in learning with engaging, 
fun challenges offering informal assessment 
opportunities.

• Ensure coherent progression of skills and 
knowledge from years 3-6, with 24 units 
across 4 stages.

• Promote an holistic approach to all foundation 
subjects, with cross curricular project ideas.

£160 per year group
£555 Whole school pack

Request samples at 
risingstars-uk.com/French

	9 Get your class chatting, 
singing and quizzing en 
Françias
	9 Teach a complete 
curriculum programme for 
Key Stage 2  French with 
a mix of print and digital 
resources

LANGUAGES

Risingstars-uk.com/French
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Request free samples at Risingstars-uk.com/French
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 ⊲ Engage pupils 
with fun, 
informative 
animations.

 ⊲ Test 
knowledge 
and progress 
with 
flashcard 
activities and 
quizzes.

 ⊲ Put learning 
into action 
with songs 
for your class 
to sing along 
to in French.

 ⊲ Give 
children an 
opportunity 
to 
demonstrate 
their 
learning with 
interactive 
games.
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Champions
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 1 – 2 

Save time planning outstanding PE lessons 
and improve health, fitness, knowledge and 
wellbeing with an holistic approach.

• Feel confident running PE lessons even 
as a non-specialist, with everything you 
need including ready-made lesson plans, 
worksheets, audio tracks, skill cards, and 
assessments.

• Use engaging online video content to 
develop children’s fundamental movement 
skills.

•  Ensure cross curricular coverage with health 
lessons suitable for Science and PSHE 
classes.

•  Save time with teacher’s guides containing 
6 units, offering complete lesson plans for 
every half term, and access to all the extra 
digital resources you need to carry them out.

• Reward progress with certificates.

£210 Upper Key Stage 2
£210 Lower Key Stage 2
£210 Key Stage 1

View samples at risingstars-uk.com/champions

P
E

	9 Inspire pupils to excel in PE 
with whole school solutions 
for teaching Sport, Health 
and Fitness in a fun 
energetic and safe way
	9 Eligible for use with your 
Sports Premium funding

PE

Risingstars-uk.com/PE
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Bestselling SATs revision 
resources trusted in over 
10,000 schools

	9 Suitable for use at home 
or school

	9 Ideal for independent 
learning

	9 Ready-to-use with a unique 
flowchart approach

REVISION

View samples at risingstars-uk.com/Achieve

R
E

V
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N

Challenge more able pupils 

Use the Revision and Question 
Workbooks for the Higher Score to ensure 
that you’re  challenging and stretching 
more able learners and enabling them to 
achieve their best. 

Personally I think they are brilliant! They 
are clear, simple and easy to use. The 
children love the brightness of the books – 
the chunking up of work and the detailed 
but clear explanations... They enjoy their 
homework!
Tennyson Road Primary School

Achieve SATs Revision
PRINT   DIGITAL   KEY STAGE 2

Keep 10-11 year olds learning wherever they are.

• Amplify progress and knowledge with Revision 
Books containing our unique flowchart approach, 
making them perfect for use at home or school 
with very little parent or  teacher intervention. 

• Practise new knowledge and skills and 
consolidate learning with Question Workbooks. 

• Measure progress, identify gaps in 
knowledge and provide exam practise with 
Practice Tests. 

• Send books home with pupils who don’t have 
computer access, ensuring that  pupils can 
carry on learning wherever they are. 

£25 Per 10 copy pack

Just £2.50 
per book

Receive a free 1 year subscription to 
Achieve SATs Success Online when you 
purchase Achieve SATs Revision for your 
school! Find out more at 
risingstars-uk.com/achieveonline
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Mathematics
Grammar, Punctuation 

and Spelling
Reading Overview

Key Stage 1

Revision 
and practice 
questions for 

KS1

Boost learning anywhere, anytime with 
revision and practice question books 
suitable for use at home or school.

Revision

Simple step-by-step flow chart 
approach that encourages independent 
learning anywhere, anytime.

Question 
Workbooks

Apply and practise knowledge learned 
in the Revision book, and identify any 
areas of difficulty.

Practice Papers

Build confidence and measure progress 
with Practice Tests matching the 
content in the Revision and Question 
Workbooks.

Achieve SATs 
Success

Give pupils extra practice, measure 
progress and allocate 4-step animations 
so pupils can keep learning, wherever 
they are.

Times Tables

Master Times Tables ready for the Times 
Tables tests with this comprehensive yet 
simple to follow write-in book, perfect for 
children in Year 4 complete with access 
to a free online tool.

Achieve 
eBooks 

The same great content now even more 
accessible! Allocate eBook versions of 
Achieve SATs Revision Books to your 
class and give them access to revision 
anywhere anytime.

R
E

V
IS

IO
N

Just £2.50 
per copy £25 
per 10-pack

Get 1 year free 
subscription when 
you purchase any 
Achieve 25 copy 

pack
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Achieve KS1
PRINT

Consolidate learning and keep pupils 
learning anywhere, anytime, with engaging, 
age-appropriate, revision and practice.

• Provide meaningful, age-appropriate revision 
and practice for Year 2 children.

• Help children consolidate and practise new 
knowledge and skills.

•  Improve children’s ability to concentrate in a 
test situation.

£25 per pack (10 copy pack)

Find out more at 
Risingstars-uk.com/AchieveKS1

Achieve SATs Success Online
DIGITAL

Fun and focussed practice for KS2 with online quizzes and animations –  
including 99 topics for just £99.

• Allocate quizzes and animations to pupils wherever they’re working.

•  Save time with ready-made interactive quizzes, suitable for homework 
or for those catching up or working ahead using the pupil and class 
allocation tool.

•  Build confidence, knowledge and skills with instant feedback.

•  Identify strengths and weaknesses at pupil and class level with the 
reporting dashboard.

FREE when you purchase Achieve SATs Revision for your school 
Terms and conditions apply: please see risingstars-uk.com/Achieve-Free for full details.

Find out more at risingstars-uk.com/AchieveOnline
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E
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N
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Reading Planet
Since Reading Planet was launched in 2016, 
we’ve worked closely with schools to understand 
and evaluate the effectiveness of the scheme in 
supporting reading in schools. In our Impact in 
Schools Study 2020, independent researchers 
held in-depth interviews with staff at 10 primary 
schools in the first year of publication, followed 
by 8 schools who went on to use the scheme for 
an additional 1-2 years.

“Reading Planet has had an extremely positive 
impact on reading in Key Stage 1 here at St 
Barnabas. Our Key Stage 1 Reading Attainment 
& Progress scores are improved, and part 
of this improvement is due to our using the 
Reading Planet resources and using the online 
books in our guided reading sessions in class.” 
St Barnabas CE First and Middle School

“Since adopting the scheme, our Phonics pass 
rate has improved by 11% to 83% and we saw a 
10% increase in the Key Stage 1 Reading SATs 
results, with a 15% increase in greater depth. 
Reading Planet is definitely one of the things 
that has helped impact our reading results.” 
Tranmoor Primary School

risingstars-uk.com/impactinschools

Teachers love our resources, 
and they make a difference

v
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Switched on Computing
“Lessons are well resourced and planned for. Teachers would definitely 
benefit from using the videos and slides, especially if they are not 
confident with computing.” 
Parklands Junior School

“We particularly like the videos that will help us before the lesson to 
know exactly what we need to show the children.” 
Engayne Primary School

Rising Stars Geography
“All the children talked about map work or compass points showing that 
geographical enquiry and geography skills are being learnt.” 
St Wilfred’s Primary School

Achieve
“The questions within the books are challenging and make the children 
think about what they need to do…by the time it gets to their tests the 
pupils are flying through the questions, are confident, but above all, 
LOVE maths. Thank you Rising Stars for this great resource.” 
Yew Tree Community School

“My colleagues have been testing out the Rising Stars workbook online 
trials and they are big fans of the GPS and Maths ones (at both Expected 
and Greater Depth levels)!” 
Bessemer Primary School

Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning: 
Survey and Strategies
“If schools are looking for a cost-effective, evidence-based 
programme to support the wellbeing of pupils, this can help. Class 
strengths and weaknesses are easily identified and it gives teachers 
the tools they need to address/develop the areas of concern that have 
been flagged up.” 
Riverside Primary School

Cracking Comprehension
“It provides the teacher with a step-by-step guide to improve 
comprehension skills in children whilst increasing both their 
engagement and motivation levels.” 
Barry Island Primary School

Rising Stars Mathematics
“Rising Stars Mathematics provides a secure framework to plan from, 
as well as challenging, fun and engaging activities which ensure that 
children are taught problem solving and reasoning skills throughout.” 
Tennyson Road Primary School

Switched on Science
“The detailed background knowledge in the Teacher Guides has been 
especially helpful to me as a non-science specialist. The activities 
and experiments are also really fun, one pupil shouted out, ‘I love this 
science!’ during a lesson on magnets!” 
Old Mill Primary School

Teachers love our resources, 
and they make a difference
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North East

Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
 07816 892352

Areas covered: Cumbria, City of York, North Yorkshire
Liz Eamonson

 liz.eamonson@risingstars-uk.com
 07703 566690

Areas covered: Darlington, Durham, Gateshead, Hartlepool, 
Middlesbrough, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, North Tyneside, 
Northumberland, Redcar and Cleveland, South Tyneside, 
Stockton-on-Tees, Sunderland.

North West

Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
 07816 892352

Areas covered: Bury, Blackburn and Darwen, Blackpool, 
Bolton, Cheshire, Halton, Knowsley, Lancashire, Liverpool, 
Manchester, Oldham, Rochdale, Salford, Sefton, 
Staffordshire, St Helens, Stockport,  Stoke, Tameside, 
Trafford, Warrington, Wigan, Wirral.

The Midlands

Gaynor Bayliss
 gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com
 07810 850782

Areas covered: Birmingham, Coventry, Dudley, 
Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Sandwell, Shropshire, 
Solihull, Telford and Wrekin, Walsall, Warwickshire, 
Wolverhampton, Worcestershire.

Contact Us
Our local Sales Consultants are based across the UK. They’re happy to help with information, advice and orders via 
phone, email, video call and in person.

East Midlands and Yorkshire

Liz Eamonson
 liz.eamonson@risingstars-uk.com
 07703 566690

Areas covered: Barnsley, Bradford, Calderdale, City of 
Notts, City of Peterborough, Doncaster, Kirklees, Leicester 
City, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, North 
East Lincolnshire, North Lincolnshire, Notts, Rotherham, 
Sheffield, Wakefield, Leeds, East Riding of Yorkshire and 
Kingston upon Hull.

Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
 07816 892352

Areas covered: City of Derby, Derbyshire.

Hampshire and the South West

Gaynor Bayliss
 gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com
 07810 850782

Areas covered: Bath and North East Somerset, 
Bournemouth, City of Bristol, City of Plymouth, Cornwall, 
Devon, Dorset, Guernsey, Isles of Scilly, Jersey, North 
Somerset, Poole, Somerset, South Gloucestershire, 
Swindon, Torbay, Wiltshire.

Christine Charman
 Christine.charman@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07917 516849

Areas covered: Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Merton, 
Southampton.

Kent, Sussex, South and East London

Carley Ashton
 Carley.Ashton@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07584 461793

Areas covered: Barking and Dagenham, Essex, Havering, 
Southend on Sea, Thurrock, Waltham Forest.

Christine Charman
 Christine.charman@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07917 516849

Areas covered: Brighton and Hove, Bexley, Bromley, 
Croydon, East Sussex, Greenwich, Kent, Lambeth, 
Lewisham, Medway, Portsmouth, Southwark, West Sussex.

Thames Valley, Hertfordshire and East Anglia

Carley Ashton
 Carley.Ashton@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07584 461793

Areas covered: Bedford Borough, Cambridgeshire, Central 
Bedfordshire, Enfield, Hackney, Haringey, Hertfordshire, 
Luton, Milton Keynes, Newham, Norfolk, Redbridge, Rutland, 
Suffolk, West Berkshire.

Surrey, M4 Corridor, North, West and Central London

Carley Ashton
 Carley.Ashton@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07584 461793

Areas covered: Barnet, Brent, Buckinghamshire, Camden, 
Ealing, Hammersmith and Fulham, Harrow, Hillingdon, 
Hounslow, Islington, Kensington and Chelsea, Oxfordshire, 
Tower Hamlets, Windsor and Maidenhead.

Christine Charman
 Christine.charman@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07917 516849

Areas covered: Bracknell Forest, City of London, Kingston 
upon Thames, Reading, Richmond upon Thames, Slough, 
Surrey, Sutton, Wandsworth, Westminster, Wokingham.

North Wales

Clare Deary
 clare.deary@risingstars-uk.com
 07816 892352

South Wales

Gaynor Bayliss
 gaynor.bayliss@risingstars-uk.com
 07810 850782

Scotland

Karen Kidd
 Karen.Kidd@hoddereducation.co.uk
 07780 046795
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Post: Rising Stars, Hachette UK Distribution, Hely Hutchinson Centre, Milton Road, Didcot, OX11 7HH

We need your email in order to process your order. You can also sign up to our e-updates to find out about new publishing, the latest news and exclusive special offers. For full details of our Privacy Notices please visit hoddereducation.co.uk/Privacy-Policy. 
You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button on the e-updates or by going online and managing your preferences.

Please tick the box to receive Hodder Education Group e-updates* .

*The Hodder Education Group consists of Hodder & Stoughton Limited, Rising Stars and Galore Park Publishing. Your data controller is Hodder & Stoughton Limited. We may pass information that you have given us to other companies within the 
Hachette UK Group of companies where our systems are shared. These companies will include our parent company, Hachette UK Limited, their parent company and all of the subsidiaries of these respective companies (the ‘Group’).

Important: VAT at 20% will be added to all CD-ROMs and non-book items. This will be shown on a separate line on the invoice that will accompany your delivery. Every effort has been made to ensure prices are correct at time of going to press, but 
Rising Stars reserves the right to change specifications and prices without prior notice.

Details of person placing the order. Orders cannot be processed without a contact name and email address.

Title  Initials Surname

Position/Responsibility

School

Address   Post code/ Zip code

Country 

Email  School Order Number (Please use ‘Hachette UK Distribution’ as your supplier)

Tel  Fax

ISBN Title Format Price Quantity Total

READING

Reading Planet Online 

9781510414334 Reading Planet Online: Reception-Key Stage 1
1-year unlimited online access to to 462 interactive eBooks for Pink A to White with audio, quizzes, 
downloadable teaching notes and the reporting tool.

£399.00+VAT

9781398336032 Rocket Phonics Online: Reception-Year 1
1-year unlimited online access to 162 interactive eBooks for Pink A to Orange with audio, teaching 
storybooks (Big Books), animated flashcards, downloadable Teacher's Guides and supporting 
materials, games and CPD videos. 

£350.00+VAT

9781510483309 Reading Planet Online: Key Stage 2
1-year unlimited online access to 96 interactive eBooks for Stars (Lime) to Supernova (Red+), quizzes, 
downloadable teaching note and the reporting tool. NEW Astro eBooks and quizzes coming 2021-2022. 

£299.00+VAT

Reading Planet for Reception and Key Stage 1 (print)

NEW Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Teaching and Learning Programme 

Flashcards

9781398327320 Reading Planet: Rocket Phonics - Flashcards - Set 1 70 x A5 flashcards £22.00+VAT

9781398 327542 Reading Planet: Rocket Phonics - Flashcards - Set 2 70 x A5 flashcards £22.00+VAT

Pupil Practice Booklets

9781398347588 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 1 – Pack of 10 10 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 1 £35.00

9781398347595 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 2 – Pack of 10 10 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 2 £35.00

9781398347601 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 3 – Pack of 10 10 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 3 £35.00

9781398347618 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 4 – Pack of 10 10 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 4 £35.00

9781398347625 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 5 – Pack of 10 10 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 5 £35.00

9781398347632 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 6 – Pack of 10 10 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 6 £35.00



   

9781398347649 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 1 – Pack of 30 30 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 1 £99.00

9781398347656 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 2 – Pack of 30 30 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 2 £99.00

9781398347663 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 3 – Pack of 30 30 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 3 £99.00

9781398347670 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 4 – Pack of 30 30 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 4 £99.00

9781398347687 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 5 – Pack of 30 30 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 5 £99.00

9781398347694 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics – Pupil Practice Booklet 6 – Pack of 30 30 x Rocket Phonics Pupil Practice Booklet 6 £99.00

Target Practice Readers

9781398347571 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Target Practice Readers Pack 1 (Pink A – Blue)
48 x Rocket Phonics Target Practice reading books: 4 x Pink A, 4 x Pink B, 4 c Red A, 4 x Red B, 4 x 
Yellow, 4 x Blue

£89.00

9781398347564
Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Target Practice Readers Pack 2 (Blue – 
Orange)

48 x Rocket Phonics Target Practice reading books: 4 x Blue, 8 x Green, 12 x Orange £106.00

Additional Reading Practice Books

9781398313347 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Pink A Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Pink A books £42.00

9781398313590 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Pink B Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Pink B books £42.00

9781398313613 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Pink C Complete Pack 6 x Rocket Phonics Pink C books £21.00

9781398313637 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Red A Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Red A books £45.00

9781398313668 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Red B Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Red B books £45.00

9781398313682 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Red C Complete Pack 6 x Rocket Phonics Red C books £22.00

9781398313729 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Yellow Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Yellow books £48.00

9781398313743 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Yellow+ Complete Pack 6 x Rocket Phonics Yellow + books £24.00

9781398313767 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Blue Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Blue books £51.00

9781398313781 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Green Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Green books £54.00

9781398313828 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Orange Complete Pack 12 x Rocket Phonics Orange books £54.00

978139 8313996 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Top Up Pack: Pink C, Red C, Yellow+ 18 x Rocket Phonics books published in 2020: 6 x Pink C, 6 x Red C, 6 x Yellow+ £67.00

9781398352506 Reading Planet Rocket Phonics Complete Pack
114 x  Rocket Phonics books: 12 x Pink A, 12 x Pink B, 6 x Pink C, 12 x Red A, 12 x Red B, 6 x Red C,  
12 x Yellow, 6 x Yellow+, 12 x Blue, 12 x Green, 12 x Orange

£454.00

Reading Planet Lift-off

9781398313286 Reading Planet Lilac Lift-off Complete Pack 12 x Lift-off Lilac books £40.00

9781398313361 Reading Planet Lilac Plus: Lift-off First Words Complete Pack 12 x Lift-off First Words Lilac+ books £40.00

9781510478039 Reading Planet Lift-Off Lilac Complete Pack 12 x Lift-off Lilac books and 12 x Lift-off First Words Lilac+ books £81.00

Reading Planet Galaxy 

9781398352926 Reading Planet Galaxy Pink A Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Pink A books £59.00

9781398352933 Reading Planet Galaxy Pink B Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Pink B books £59.00

9781398352940 Reading Planet Galaxy Red A Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Red A books £59.00

978139 8352957 Reading Planet Galaxy Red B Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Red B books £59.00

97813983 52964 Reading Planet Galaxy Yellow Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Yellow books £67.00

97813983 52971 Reading Planet Galaxy Blue Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Blue books £67.00

9781398352988 Reading Planet Galaxy Green Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Green books £74.00

97813983 52995 Reading Planet Galaxy Orange Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Orange books £74.00

9781398353015 Reading Planet Galaxy Turquoise Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Turquoise books £82.00

9781398353022 Reading Planet Galaxy Purple Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Purple books £90.00

9781398353039 Reading Planet Galaxy Gold Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy Gold books £97.00

9781398353046 Reading Planet Galaxy White Complete Pack 15 x Galaxy White books £97.00

9781398352582 Reading Planet Galaxy Complete Pack
180 x Galaxy books: 15 x Pink A, 15 x Pink B, 15 x Red A, 15 x Red B, 15 x Yellow, 15 x Blue,
15 x Green, 15 x Orange, 15 x Turquoise, 15 x Purple, 15 x Gold, 15 x White

£884.00



   

97813 98314009 Reading Planet Galaxy Top up Pack: Pink A - White
36 x Galaxy books published in 2020: 3 x Pink A, 3 x Pink B, 3 x Red A, 3 x Red B, 3 x Yellow, 3 x Blue, 
3 x Green, 3 x Orange, 3 x Turquoise, 3 x Purple, 3 x Gold, 3 x White

£170.00

Reading Planet Comet Street Kids 

9781398313569 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Pink A Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Pink A books £42.00

9781398313583 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Pink B Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Pink B books £42.00

9781398313620 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Red A Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Red A books £45.00

9781398313651 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Red B Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Red B books £45.00

9781398313705 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Yellow Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Yellow books £48.00

9781398313750 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Blue Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Blue books £51.00

9781398313798 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Green Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Green books £54.00

9781398313811 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Orange Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Orange books £54.00

9781398313842 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Turquoise Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Turquoise books £66.00

9781398313866 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Purple Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Purple books £66.00

9781398313880 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Gold Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids Gold books £78.00

9781398313903 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids White Complete Pack 12 x Comet Street Kids White books £78.00

9781510478060 Reading Planet Comet Street Kids Complete Pack
144 x Comet Street Kids books: 12 x Pink A, 12 x Pink B, 12 x Red A,
12 x Red B, 12 x Yellow, 12 x Blue,
12 x Green, 12 x Orange, 12 x Turquoise, 12 x Purple, 12 x Gold, 12 x White

£681.00

Reading Planet Band Packs 

9781398351813 Reading Planet Pink A Complete Pack 39 x Pink A books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £155.00

9781398351820 Reading Planet Pink B Complete Pack 39 x Pink B books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £155.00

9781398351837 Reading Planet Red A Complete Pack 39 x Red A books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £155.00

9781398351844 Reading Planet Red B Complete Pack 39 x Red B books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £155.00

9781398351851 Reading Planet Yellow Complete Pack 39 x Yellow books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £175.00

9781398351868 Reading Planet Blue Complete Pack 39 x Blue books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £175.00

9781398351875 Reading Planet Green Complete Pack 39 x Green books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £194.00

9781398351882 Reading Planet Orange Complete Pack 39 x Orange books: 12 x Rocket Phonics, 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £194.00

9781398351899 Reading Planet Turquoise Complete Pack 27 x Turquoise books: 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £148.00

9781398351905 Reading Planet Purple Complete Pack 27 x Purple books: 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £162.00

9781398351912 Reading Planet Gold Complete Pack 27 x Gold books: 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £175.00

9781398351929 Reading Planet White Complete Pack 27 x White books: 12 x Comet Street Kids, 15 x Galaxy £175.00

Reading Planet Complete Reception and Key Stage 1 Pack

9781398352483 Reading Planet Complete Reception and KS1 Pack
462 x Reading Planet books: 12 x Lift-off, 12 x Lift-off First Words, 114 x Rocket Phonics, 180 x Galaxy, 
144 x Comet Street Kids

£2,099.00

Reading Planet for Key Stage 2 (print)

New Reading Planet Astro

9781398340367
Reading Planet Astro Venus (Brown)/Gold and Earth (Grey)/White Complete 
Pack

12 x Astro books: 6 x Venus (Brown)/Gold, 6 x Earth (Grey)/White £84.00

9781398340374
Reading Planet Astro Mars (Grey)/Stars (Lime) and Jupiter (Blue)/Mercury 
(Brown) Complete Pack

12 x Astro books: 6 x Mars(Grey)/Stars (Lime), 6 x Jupiter (Blue)/Mercury (Brown £90.00

9781398340374
Reading Planet Astro Saturn (Blue-Red)/Venus (Brown) and Supernova (Red+)/
Earth (Grey) Complete Pack

12 x Astro books: 6 x Saturn (Blue-Red)/Venus (Brown), 6 x Supernova (Red+)/Earth (Grey) £90.00

9781398340428 Reading Planet Astro Stars (Lime)/Turquoise - Earth (Grey)/White  Pack
24 x Astro books: 6 x Stars (Lime)/Turquoise, 6 x Mercury (Brown)/Purple, 6 x Venus (Brown)/Gold, 6 x 
Earth (Grey)/White

£168.00

9781398340435
Reading Planet Astro Mars (Grey)/Stars (Lime) - Supernova (Red+)/Earth (Grey) 
Pack

24 x Astro books: 6 x  Mars (Grey)/Stars (Lime), 6 x Jupiter (Blue)/Mercury (Brown), 6 x Saturn (Blue-
Red)/Venus (Brown), 6 x  Supernova (Red+)/Earth (Grey) 

£180.00



   

Reading Planet Fiction

9781510478626 Reading Planet Lower Key Stage 2 Fiction Pack 24 x fiction books: 6 x Stars (Lime), 6 x Mercury (Brown), 6 x Venus (Brown), 6 x Earth (Grey) £165.00

9781510478640 Reading Planet Upper Key Stage 2 Fiction Pack 24 x fiction books: 6 x Mars (Grey), 6 x Jupiter (Blue), 6 x Saturn (Blue-Red), 6 x Supernova (Red+) £177.00

Reading Planet Non-fiction

9781510478633 Reading Planet Lower Key Stage 2 Non-fiction Pack 24 x non-fiction books: 6 x Stars (Lime), 6 x Mercury (Brown), 6 x Venus (Brown), 6 x Earth (Grey) £165.00

9781510478657 Reading Planet Upper Key Stage 2 Non- fiction Pack 24 x non-fiction books: 6 x Mars (Grey), 6 x Jupiter (Blue), 6 x Saturn (Blue-Red), 6 x Supernova (Red+) £177.00

Reading Planet Band Packs 

9781398313354 Reading Planet Stars (Lime) Complete Pack 12 x Stars (Lime) books £81.00

9781398313927 Reading Planet Mercury (Brown) Complete Pack 12 x Venus (Brown) books £81.00

9781398313934 Reading Planet Venus (Brown) Complete Pack 12 x Mercury (Brown) books £84.00

9781398313941 Reading Planet Earth (Grey) Complete Pack 12 x Earth (Grey) books £84.00

9781398313958 Reading Planet Mars (Grey) Complete Pack 12 x Mars (Grey) books £87.00

9781398313965 Reading Planet Jupiter (Blue) Complete Pack 12 x Jupiter (Blue) books £87.00

9781398313972 Reading Planet Saturn (Blue/Red) Complete Pack 12 x Saturn (Blue-Red) books £90.00

9781398313989 Reading Planet Supernova (Red+) Complete Pack 12 x Supernova (Red+) books £90.00

Reading Planet Complete Key Stage 2 Pack

9781398314207 Reading Planet Complete Key Stage 2 Pack
96 x books: 12 x Stars (Lime), 12 x Venus (Brown), 12 x Mercury (Brown), 12 x Earth (Grey), 12 x Mars 
(Grey), 12 x Jupiter (Blue), 12 x Saturn (Blue-Red), 12 x Supernova (Red+)

£684.00

ENGLISH

Read in to Writing

9781398344143 Read in to Writing Whole School Pack
Includes permanent online access to all 42 digital units. Six units per year from Reception to Year 
6 ranging from 2 to 7 weeks' worth of sessions. Each session includes downloadable and editable 
planning and teaching resources.

£1249.50+VAT

Reception

9781398344150 Read in to Writing - Reception Pack
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for all units in 
Reception.

£189.00+VAT

97815 10453265 Read in to Writing - Bee and Me, Alison Jay
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for the whole 
book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510 453128 Read in to Writing - Think Big, Kes Gray and Nathan Reed
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for 
the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

97815104 53197 Read in to Writing - Mr Wolf's Pancakes, Jan Fearnley
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510452916 Read in to Writing - Simon Sock, Sue Hendra, Paul Linnet and Nick East
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510452923 Read in to Writing - Little Whale, Jo Weaver
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510452930
Read in to Writing - Be Brave Little Penguin by Giles Andreae and Guy Parker-
Rees and The Lion Inside by Rachel Bright and Jim Field

Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole of each book.

£35.00+VAT

Year 1

9781398344167 Read in to Writing Year 1 Pack
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for all units in 
Year 1.

£189.00+VAT

9781510453135 Read in to Writing - Oi Frog, Kes Grey and Jim Field
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT



   

9781510452947 Read in to Writing - Where the Wild Things Are, Maurice Sendak
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

978151 0453203
Read in to Writing - The Queen's Hat and The Queen's Handbag, Steve 
Antony

Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for 
the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

97815104 53272
Read in to Writing - The Night Box, Louise Greig and Ashling Lindsay and 
Orion and the Dark, Emma Yarlett

Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for 
the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510452954 Read in to Writing - Manfred the Baddie, John Fardell
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781398306868 Read in to Writing - Mole's Star, Britta Teckentrup
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

Year 2

9781398344174 Read in to Writing Year 2 Pack
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for all units in 
Year 2.

£189.00+VAT

9781510452985 Read in to Writing - Fantastic Mr Fox, Roald Dahl
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453005 Read in to Writing - The Tin Forest, Helen Ward and Wayne Anderson
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510452961 Read in to Writing - The Way Home for Wolf, Rachel Bright and Jim Field
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453142 Read in to Writing - The Diary of a Killer Cat, Anne Fine
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts and original illustrations) and moderation 
guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510452978 Read in to Writing - The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck, Beatrix Potter
It includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453210
Read in to Writing - Tidy, Emily Gravett and Greta and the Giants, Zoe Tucket 
and Zoe Persico

It includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

Year 3

9781398344181 Read in to Writing Year 3 Pack
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for all units in 
Year 3.

£189.00+VAT

9781510452992 Read in to Writing - Mary Poppins, P. L. Travers
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453159 Read in to Writing - The Iron Man, Ted Hughes
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453296 Read in to Writing - Zoo, Anthony Browne
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453227 Read in to Writing - The Bear and the Piano, David Litchfield
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts, original illustrations) and moderation guidance 
for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453289 Read in to Writing - The Selfish Giant and the Happy Prince, Oscar Wilde
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts, original illustrations) and moderation guidance 
for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453012 Read in to Writing - The Velveteen Rabbit, Margery Williams
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book

£35.00+VAT

Year 4

9781398344198 Read in to Writing Year 4 Pack
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for all units in 
Year 4.

£189.00+VAT

9781510453166 Read in to Writing - The Day I Was Erased by Lisa Thompson
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT



   

9781510453234
Read in to Writing - Phileas's Fortune, Agnès de Lestrade and Valeria 
Docampo

Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts, original illustrations) and moderation guidance for the 
whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453036 Read in to Writing - How to Train Your Dragon, Cressida Cowell
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453043 Read in to Writing - The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, C.S. Lewis
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453302 Read in to Writing - The Wolves in the Walls, Neil Gaiman
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781398306851 Read in to Writing - The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane, Kate DiCamillo
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

Year 5

9781398344204 Read in to Writing Year 5 Pack
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for all units in 
Year 5.

£189.00+VAT

9781510453319 Read in to Writing - The Boy at the Back of the Class, Onjali Q. Rauf
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453050
Read in to Writing - Nevermoor: The Trials of Morrigan Crow, Jessica 
Townsend

Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510 453241 Read in to Writing - Short Stories: Space, Ray Bradbury
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for each story.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453067 Read in to Writing - The Call of the Wild, Jack London
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453074 Read in to Writing - Wizards of Once, Cressida Cowell
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453081 Read in to Writing - The Jungle Book, Rudyard Kipling
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

Year 6

9781398344211 Read in to Writing Year 6 Pack
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning, teaching resources (pupil 
activity sheets, PowerPoint slides and original illustrations) and moderation guidance for all units in 
Year 6.

£189.00+VAT

9781510453180 Read in to Writing - Wonder, R.J Palacio
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

97815 10453258 Read in to Writing - Macbeth, William Shakespeare
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453 326 Read in to Writing - Tom's Midnight Garden, Phillipa Pearce
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453098 Read in to Writing - Skellig, David Almond
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453104 Read in to Writing - The Arrival, Shaun Tan
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

9781510453111 Read in to Writing - The Lost Magician, Piers Torday
Includes permanent online access to downloadable and editable planning and teaching resources 
(pupil activity sheets, PowerPoint slides, text extracts) and moderation guidance for the whole book.

£35.00+VAT

Cracking Comprehension

9781510468139 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Whole School Pack
Teacher's Book for Reception - Year 6 alongside a 1-year subscription to digital resources including 
modelling software and online independent pupil practice and reporting

£880.00

9781510452565 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Reception

Teacher's Book and 1-year subscription to digital resources including modelling software and online 
independent pupil practice and reporting

£155.00

9781510452572 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 1 £155.00

9781510452589 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 2 £155.00

9781510452596 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 3 £155.00

9781510452602 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 4 £155.00

9781510452619 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 5 £155.00

9781510452626 Cracking Comprehension Fourth Edition Year 6 £155.00



   

Rising Stars Spelling

9781471892769 Rising Stars Spelling Whole School Pack Includes all 6 year group packs plus online access to resources on My Rising Stars £499.00

9781471879241 Rising Stars Spelling Year 1 Pack Includes Teacher’s Guide plus online access to resources on My Rising Stars £95.00

9781471879258 Rising Stars Spelling Year 2 Pack Includes Teacher’s Guide plus online access to resources on My Rising Stars £95.00

9781471879265 Rising Stars Spelling Year 3 Pack Includes Teacher’s Guide plus online access to resources on My Rising Stars £95.00

9781471879272 Rising Stars Spelling Year 4 Pack Includes Teacher’s Guide plus online access to resources on My Rising Stars £95.00

9781471879289 Rising Stars Spelling Year 5 Pack Includes Teacher’s Guide plus online access to resources on My Rising Stars £95.00

9781471879296 Rising Stars Spelling Year 6 Pack Includes Teacher’s Guide plus online access to resources on My Rising Stars £95.00

Rising Stars Vocabulary

9781510436947 Rising Stars Vocabulary Complete School Pack
Includes all 3 Teacher’s Guides covering Reception to Year 6 plus permanent access to all additional 
pupil resources via My Rising Stars

£260.00

9781510431768 Rising Stars Vocabulary Reception and Key Stage 1 Pack
Includes Teacher’s Guide and permanent access to the Reception and Key Stage 1 photocopiable and 
downloadable pupil resources on My Rising Stars

£95.00

9781510431775 Rising Stars Vocabulary Lower Key Stage 2 Pack
Includes Teacher’s Guide and permanent access to the Lower Key Stage 2 photocopiable and 
downloadable pupil resources on My Rising Stars

£95.00

9781510431782 Rising Stars Vocabulary Upper Key Stage 2 Pack
Includes Teacher’s Guide and permanent access to the Upper Key Stage 2 photocopiable and 
downloadable pupil resources on My Rising Stars

£95.00

Skills Builders

9781786002051 Skills Builders Key Stage 1 Complete Pack
Includes 15 copies of each of the Year 1 and Year 2 English Pupil Books, the Year 1 and Year 2 Teacher’s 
Guides and Online Interactives

£260.00

9781786002082 Skills Builders Year 1 Pack
Includes 15 copies of the Year 1 English Pupil Book and the Year 1 Teacher’s Guide and Online 
Interactives

£135.00

9781786002099 Skills Builders Year 2 Pack
Includes 15 copies of the Year 2 English Pupil Book and the Year 2 Teacher’s Guide and Online 
Interactives

£135.00

9781510422261 Skills Builders Key Stage 2 Complete Pack
Includes 15 copies of each of the Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Books, 15 copies 
of each of the Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 Spelling and Vocabulary Pupil Books and 1 copy of each of the Years 
3, 4, 5 and 6 Teacher’s Guides and Online Interactives

£775.00

9781783397112 Skills Builders Year 3 Pack
Includes 15 copies of the Year 3 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Book, 15 copies of the Year 3 Spelling 
and Vocabulary Pupil Book and the Year 3 Teacher’s Guide and Online Interactives

£200.00

9781783397235 Skills Builders Year 4 Pack
Includes 15 copies of the Year 4 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Book, 15 copies of the Year 4 Spelling 
and Vocabulary Pupil Book and the Year 4 Teacher’s Guide and Online Interactives

£200.00

9781783397297 Skills Builders Year 5 Pack
Includes 15 copies of the Year 5 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Book, 15 copies of the Year 5 Spelling 
and Vocabulary Pupil Book and the Year 5 Teacher’s Guide and Online Interactives

£200.00

9781510422254 Skills Builders Year 6 Pack
Includes 15 copies of the Year 6 Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Book, 15 copies of the Year 6 Spelling 
and Vocabulary Pupil Book and the Year 6 Teacher’s Guide and Online Interactives

£200.00

WordBlaze

9781783397624 WordBlaze Complete Teacher and Pupil Pack
Includes 1 Teacher’s Handbook and accompanying CD-ROM with all support materials and 10 copies of 
each of the 6 Pupil Challenge Workbooks

£330.00

9781783397631 WordBlaze Pupil Workbook Top-Up Pack
Includes 10 copies of each of the 6 Pupil Workbooks: Row the Atlantic, Paddle the Amazon, 
CycleAfrica, Ski the South Pole, Run Australia and Conquer Everest

£260.00

9781510457980 WordBlaze Workbook 1 Pack (10 copies) Includes 10 copies of the WordBlaze Challenge 1 (Row the Atlantic) Workbook for pupils £44.00

9781510457997 WordBlaze Workbook 2 Pack (10 copies) Includes 10 copies of the WordBlaze Challenge 2 (Paddle the Amazon) Workbook for pupils £44.00

9781510458000 WordBlaze Workbook 3 Pack (10 copies) Includes10 copies of the WordBlaze Challenge 3 (Cycle Africa) Workbook for pupils £44.00

9781510458017 WordBlaze Workbook 4 Pack (10 copies) Includes 10 copies of the WordBlaze Challenge 4 (Ski the South Pole) Workbook for pupils £44.00

9781510458024 WordBlaze Workbook 5 Pack (10 copies) Includes 10 copies of the WordBlaze Challenge 5 (Run Australia) Workbook for pupils £44.00

9781510458031 WordBlaze Workbook 6 Pack (10 copies) Includes 10 copies of the WordBlaze Challenge 6 (Conquer Everest) Workbook for pupils £44.00

9781471886355 WordBlaze Pack 1 - Firm Foundations - Atlantic, Amazon and Africa
Includes 6 copies of each of the first three Pupil Challenge Workbooks: Row the Atlantic, Paddle the 
Amazon and Cycle Africa

£84.00

9781471886362 WordBlaze Pack 2 - Blaze Ahead - South Pole, Australia and Everest
Includes 6 copies of each of the final three Pupil Challenge Workbooks: Ski the South Pole, Run 
Australia and Conquer Everest

£84.00



   

Record Breaking Comprehension 

9781783391455 Record Breaking Comprehension Green School 10 Pack for Year 3 10 copies of the Green Pupil Book and 1 copy of the Year 3 Teacher's Book £104

9781783391462 Record Breaking Comprehension Red School 10 Pack for Year 4 10 copies of the Red Pupil Book and 1 copy of the Year 4 Teacher's Book £104

9781783391486 Record Breaking Comprehension Purple School 10 Pack for Year 6 10 copies of the Purple Pupil Book and 1 copy of the Year 6 Teacher's Book £104

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests

9781471886850 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 1 Pack Includes a photocopiable Teacher’s Book plus access to resources on My Rising Stars £87.50

9781471886867 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 2 Pack Includes a photocopiable Teacher’s Book plus access to resources on My Rising Stars £87.50

9781471886881 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 4 Pack Includes a photocopiable Teacher’s Book plus access to resources on My Rising Stars £87.50

9781471886898 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 5 Pack Includes a photocopiable Teacher’s Book plus access to resources on My Rising Stars £87.50

9781471886904 New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 6 Pack Includes a photocopiable Teacher’s Book plus access to resources on My Rising Stars £87.50

New Curriculum Spelling Tests

9781783395972 New Curriculum Spelling Tests Whole School Pack Includes unlimited access to 30 downloadable tests per year group for Years 1-6 £150.00+VAT

MATHEMATICS

Rising Stars Mathematics

9781510436053 Rising Stars Mathematics Early Years Pack
Early Years Teacher’s Guide, 14 gameboards, 14 posters and online access to supporting CPD videos 
and Talking and Thinking images to project onto the whiteboard

£300.00

9781398354227 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Print Pack

Resources suitable for a 1 form entry school include: 1 Teacher’s Guide, 15 copies of the Textbook, 30 
copies of Practice Books A, B and C, and 1 photocopiable Half Termly Assessment Book

£565.00

9781398354234 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2 Print Pack £565.00

9781398354241 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3 Print Pack £565.00

9781510461369 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4 Print Pack £565.00

9781398354258 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5 Print Pack £565.00

9781398354265 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6 Print Pack £565.00

9781510425279 Rising Stars Mathematics Online Online, Years 1-6 Whiteboard eTextbooks and Years 1-6 Teaching and Learning resources £400.00+VAT

9781510424777 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Whiteboard eTextbook

1-year subscription to the Whiteboard eTextbook

£35.00+VAT

9781510424821 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2 Whiteboard eTextbook £35.00+VAT

9781510424845 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3 Whiteboard eTextbook £35.00+VAT

9781510424876 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4 Whiteboard eTextbook £35.00+VAT

9781510424906 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5 Whiteboard eTextbook £35.00+VAT

9781510424920 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6 Whiteboard eTextbook £35.00+VAT

9781510424555 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Online Teaching and Learning

Access to the Online Teacher's Guide, CPD Videos, animations, editable medium-term plans and 
interactive toolkit

£35.00+VAT

9781510424579 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2 Online Teaching and Learning £35.00+VAT

9781510424593 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3 Online Teaching and Learning £35.00+VAT

9781510424623 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4 Online Teaching and Learning £35.00+VAT

9781510424647 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5 Online Teaching and Learning £35.00+VAT

9781510424661 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6 Online Teaching and Learning £35.00+VAT

9781783395286 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Teacher’s Guide

Planning grids, subject knowledge, creative ideas and support to evidence mastery and implement 
effective intervention

£125.00

9781783395293 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2 Teacher’s Guide £125.00

9781783395309 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3 Teacher’s Guide £125.00

9781783395316 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4 Teacher’s Guide £125.00

9781783395323 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5 Teacher’s Guide £125.00

9781783395330 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6 Teacher’s Guide £125.00



   

9781783397808 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Textbook Top-Up Pack (15 Books)

15 copies of the Textbook

£145.00

9781783397815 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2 Textbook Top-Up Pack (15 Books) £145.00

9781783397822 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3 Textbook Top-Up Pack (15 Books) £145.00

9781783397839 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4 Textbook Top-Up Pack (15 Books) £145.00

9781783397846 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5 Textbook Top-Up Pack (15 Books) £145.00

9781783397853 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6 Textbook Top-Up Pack (15 Books) £145.00

9781783397860 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 1 Practice Book Top-Up Pack (15 copies) 15 copies of Year 1 Practice Books A, B and C £105.00

9781783397877 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 2 Practice Book Top-Up Pack (15 copies) 15 copies of Year 2 Practice Books A, B and C £105.00

9781783397709 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 3 Practice Book Pack (15 Books)

15 copies of the practice books

£85.00

9781783397716 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 4 Practice Book Pack (15 Books) £85.00

9781783397723 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 5 Practice Book Pack (15 Books) £85.00

9781783397730 Rising Stars Mathematics Year 6 Practice Book Pack (15 Books) £85.00

Whole School Digital Maths Solutions

9781398308947 Mastering Maths Complete School Pack

Whole school digital download

£150.00+VAT

9781398308978 Mental Maths Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

9781398308985 Picture Maths Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

9781398308961 Practise Maths Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

9781398308992 Problem Solving and Reasoning Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

9781398309005 Reasoning Practice Tests Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

9781398309012 New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

9781398308954 Maths for the More Able Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

9781398308893 Fluency with Fractions Complete School Pack £150.00+VAT

Reading Skills, Maths and GPS Intervention

9781398307476 Shine: Reading Skills 12 month online subscription. Order online at Risingstars-uk.com/shine. £400+VAT

9781398307469 Shine: Maths 12 month online subscription. Order online at Risingstars-uk.com/shine. £400+VAT

9781398352056 Shine: GPS 12 month online subscription. Order online at Risingstars-uk.com/shine. £400+VAT

9781398322523 Shine: Reading Skills and Shine: Maths bundle 12 month online subscription. Order online at Risingstars-uk.com/shine. £720+VAT

9781398352490 Shine: Reading Skills, Shine: Maths and Shine: GPS bundle 12 month online subscription. Order online at Risingstars-uk.com/shine. £1000+VAT

9781786001917 On Track Maths Complete Programme
1 Teacher's Guide (ring binder format) for Key Stage 1 and 1 Teacher's Guide (ring binder format) for 
Key Stage 2. Each ring binder includes photocopiable lesson plans and pupil activity sheets plus 
intevention and indenfication grids. 

£685.00

9781786000194 On Track Maths Key Stage 1 Pack
1 Teacher's Guide (ring binder format) for Key Stage 1 with photocopiable lesson plans and pupil activity 
sheets plus intevention and indenfication grids.

£300.00

9781786000200 On Track Maths Key Stage 2 Pack
1 Teacher's Guide (ring binder format) for Key Stage 2 with photocopiable lesson plans and pupil 
activity sheets plus intevention and indenfication grids.

£400.00

9781510462625 On Track English Complete Programme

1 Teacher's Guide (ring binder format) for Key Stage 2 reading comprehension and 1 Teacher's 
Guide (ring binder format) for Key Stage 1-2 writing and grammar. Each Teacher's Guide includes 
photocopiable lesson plans, fiction and non-fiction text extracts, pupil activity sheets, assessment tasks 
and access to online CPD videos.

£735.00

9781510434745 On Track English: Reading Comprehension
1 Teacher's Guide (ring binder format) for Key Stage 2 reading comprehension, with photocopiable 
lesson plans, fiction and non-fiction text extracts, pupil activity sheets, assessment tasks and access to 
online CPD videos.

£390.00

9781510434752 On Track English: Writing and Grammar
1 Teacher's Guide (ring binder format) for Key Stage 1-2 writing and grammar, with photocopiable lesson 
plans, fiction and non-fiction text extracts, pupil activity sheets, assessment tasks and access to online 
CPD videos.

£390.00



   

WELLBEING

9781510446236 Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning: Survey and Strategies 1-year subscription £258.00+VAT

9781471893681 Growth Mindset Lessons Teacher Handbook £35.00

9781510403765 Growth Mindset Lessons 5 copy pack £150.00

9781510424371 Thinking Classrooms: Metacognition Lessons for Primary Schools Teacher Handbook £35.00

9781510446168 Thinking Classrooms: Metacognition Lessons for Primary Schools Pack 5 copy pack £150.00

9781510436435 Character Education: The Star Awards Programme for Primary Schools Teacher Handbook £35.00

9781510446182 Character Education: The Star Awards Programme for Primary Schools Pack 5 copy pack £150.00

FOUNDATION SUBJECTS

SCIENCE

Switched on Science

9781510446151 Switched on Science School Pack including Early Years (2nd Edition) Year group packs for Years 1-6 and Early Years £999.00

9781510446120 Switched on Science Key Stage 1 Pack (2nd Edition) Year group packs for Years 1 and 2 £300.00

9781510446137 Switched on Science Key Stage 2 Pack (2nd Edition) Year group packs for Years 3 to 6 £600.00

9781783398317 Switched on Science in the Early Years Teacher’s Guide, 6 classroom posters, and online access to resources on My Rising Stars £175.00

9781510436077 Switched on Science Year 1 (2nd edition)

Teacher’s Guide, Assessments and permanent access to online resources

£175.00

9781510436084 Switched on Science Year 2 (2nd edition) £175.00

9781510436091 Switched on Science Year 3 (2nd edition) £175.00

9781510436107 Switched on Science Year 4 (2nd edition) £175.00

9781510436114 Switched on Science Year 5 (2nd edition) £175.00

9781510436121 Switched on Science Year 6 (2nd edition) £175.00

COMPUTING

Switched on Computing

9781510481411 Switched on Computing 1 Teacher Book

Teacher Book & Online Resources 

£160.00

9781510481428 Switched on Computing 2 Teacher Book £160.00

9781510481435 Switched on Computing 3 Teacher Book £160.00

9781510481442 Switched on Computing 4 Teacher Book £160.00

9781510481459 Switched on Computing 5 Teacher Book £160.00

9781510481466 Switched on Computing 6 Teacher Book £160.00

9781510483422 Switched on Computing Third Edition Key Stage 1 pack Teacher Book & Online Resources for Years 1 & 2 £280.00

9781510483439 Switched on Computing Third Edition Key Stage 2 pack Teacher Book & Online Resources for Years 3-6 £560.00

9781510483637 Switched on Computing Third Edition complete school pack Teacher Book & Online Resources for your whole school £840.00

9781398344693
Switched on Computing Third Edition Complete Pack with Switched on 
Online Safety, Learn to Code and Switched on ICT in the Early Years

Switched on Computing Whole School Pack, Learn to Code Books 1-4, Switched on Online Safety and 
Switched on ICT in the Early Years

£1300.00

Learn to code

9781510484177 Learn to Code Practice Book 1 pack (15 copy) £100.00

9781398333062 Learn to Code Practice Book 2 pack (15 copy) £100.00

9781510484191 Learn to Code Practice Book 3 pack (15 copy) £100.00

9781398308848 Learn to Code Practice Book 4 pack (15 copy) £100.00

Switched on Online Safety

9781510414341 Switched on Online Safety School Pack 3 Teacher’s Books and online access to other resources £180.00

9781510400368 Switched on Online Safety Key Stage 1 Key Stage 1 Teacher’s Books and online access to the resources £85.00

9781510400375 Switched on Online Safety Key Stage 2 Lower Key Stage 2 and Upper Key Stage 2 Teacher’s Books, and online access to the resources £175.00



   

HUMANITIES

Rising Stars History and Geography

9781510473935 Rising Stars History Complete School Pack
Downloadable resources for Years 1-6 including: 18 units of work, curriculum map, progression 
framework, focussed assessment tasks, teaching powerpoints and 'Big Finish' activities

£300.00+VAT

9781510470200 Rising Stars History Year 1

Downloadable resources including: 3 units of work, curriculum map, focussed assessment task, 
teaching powerpoints and 1 'Big Finish' activity.

£60.00+VAT

9781510470149 Rising Stars History Year 2 £60.00+VAT

9781510470217 Rising Stars History Year 3 £60.00+VAT

9781510470224 Rising Stars History Year 4 £60.00+VAT

9781510470231 Rising Stars History Year 5 £60.00+VAT

9781510470248 Rising Stars History Year 6 £60.00+VAT

9781510473942 Rising Stars Geography Complete School Pack
Downloadable resources for Years 1-6 including: 18 units of work, curriculum map, progression 
framework, focussed assessment tasks, teaching powerpoints and 'Big Finish' activities

£300.00+VAT

9781510470132 Rising Stars Geography Year 1

Downloadable resources including: 3 units of work, curriculum map, focussed assessment task, 
teaching powerpoints and 1 'Big Finish' activity.

£60.00+VAT

9781510470156 Rising Stars Geography Year 2 £60.00+VAT

9781510470163 Rising Stars Geography Year 3 £60.00+VAT

9781510470170 Rising Stars Geography Year 4 £60.00+VAT

9781510470187 Rising Stars Geography Year 5 £60.00+VAT

9781510470194 Rising Stars Geography Year 6 £60.00+VAT

Philip's School Atlases

9781849075794 Philip's Junior School Atlas Hardback edition

To order Philip's Atlases please email philips-atlases@hachette.co.uk

£9.99

9781849075800 Philip's Junior School Atlas Paperback edition £8.99

9781849075817 Philip's Children's School Atlas £12.99

9781849075848 Philip's Infant School Atlas £8.99

FRENCH

Rising Stars French

9781510485426 Rising Stars French Whole School Pack Stages 1-4 Print Teachers Guide and access to all online resources £555.00

9781510484856 Rising Stars French: Stage 1

1 Print Teacher's Guide and access to online resources including: interactive games, animations, 
stories, photos and songs, interactive flashcards and end-of-unit challenges. 

£160.00

9781510484870 Rising Stars French: Stage 2 £160.00

9781510484894 Rising Stars French: Stage 3 £160.00

9781510484917 Rising Stars French: Stage 4 £160.00

PE

Champions

9781510449138 Champions Key Stage 1 Pack Teachers Guides for Years 1&2 and permanent access to Champions Online for Years 1&2 £210.00

9781510449121 Champions Lower Key Stage 2 Pack Teachers Guides for Years 3&4 and permanent access to Champions Online for Years 3&4 £210.00

9781398307490 Champions Upper Key Stage 2 Pack Teachers Guides for Years 5&6 and permanent access to Champions Online for Years 5&6 £210.00

REVISION

Achieve KS1

9781783399147 Achieve KS1 Reading Revision and Practice Questions (10 copy pack)

10 copies of the Achieve Revision and Practice Question Books

£25.00

9781398309678
Achieve KS1 Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Revision and Practice 
Questions (10 copy pack)

£25.00

9781783399161 Achieve KS1 Mathematics Revision and Practice Questions (10 copy pack) £25.00



   

Achieve KS2

Reading

9781510472907 Achieve Reading SATs Revision - The Expected Standard 

10 copy pack

£25.00

9781510454842 Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook - The Expected Standard £25.00

9781510454859 Achieve Reading SATs Revision - The Higher Score £25.00

9781510472938 Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook - The Higher Score £25.00

9781510472945 Achieve Reading SATs Practice Papers £25.00

Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation

9781510454774
Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision -  The Expected 
Standard

10 copy pack

£25.00

9781510454781
Achieve Grammer, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook - The 
Expected Standard

£25.00

9781510472976
Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision - The Higher 
Score

£25.00

9781510472983
Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook - The 
Higher Score

£25.00

9781510472990 Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Practice Papers £25.00

Mathematics

9781510442641 Achieve Mathematics SATs Revision - The Expected Standard

10 copy pack

£25.00

9781510454736 Achieve Mathematics SATs Question Workbook - The Expected Standard £25.00

9781510454743 Achieve Mathematics SATs Revision - The Higher Score £25.00

9781510473034 Achieve Mathematics SATs Question Workbook - The Higher Score £25.00

9781510473041 Achieve Mathematics SATs Practise Papers £25.00

Achieve eBooks

9781398340329 Achieve Reading Revision ebooks

1-year subscription to Achieve Revision ebooks

£45.00+VAT

9781398340299 Achieve Grammar, Spellng and Punctuation ebooks £45.00+VAT

9781398340275 Achieve Mathematics Revision ebook £45.00+VAT

Achieve Online

9781471888717 Achieve SATs Success Online 1-Year subscription £99.00+VAT

Times Tables

9781398327221 Achieve Times Tables Workbook 10 copy pack £25.00

Subtotal:

Postage and Packing   £3.50

GRAND TOTAL


